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Scirooi FsyciroiogicaT Sorvices,å

Ahstnacå

This study irrvestígated the perception of teacher involvement as one

important variable contributing to teachers' acceptance of psychological

services. $pecificalfy, preference for two types of models of service delivery

were studied: the school-based consultation model and the referral/testing

model. Subjects were 136 K-6 teachers, from three rural school divisions

Iocaied in south central Manitoba. Teachers were presented with an instrument

deslgned to modify teachers'sense of involvement in the process of

psychological service delivery. This instrument consisted of two parallel forms

including two scenarios describing interactions between classroom teachers

and school psychologists within two settings: (a) the school-based consultation

context, and (b) the referral/testing setting. lt was hypothesized that a teacher's

perception of involvement in the problem-solving process and their degree of

acceptance of the corresponding service delivery model were positively related.

A pilot study was conducted to test the effectiveness of the instrument in

modifying teachers' perception of involvement on a subject pool composed of

13 K-6 teachers from a rural elementary school located in southern Manitoba.

Results indícated that when presented wíth a scenario designed to increase

their sense of involvement, teachers had a higher degree of acceptance of the

service delivery model described in that scenario, as compared with the

scenario designed to decrease their sense of involvement. The results

supported the hypothesis. The limita-tions of this instrument were discussed and

suggestions for further research were made.



School Fsychological $ervices 5

Fæe&ors AffeeËimg Teaehens'

Aaaep8amee of Sehoøå Fsyeho$ogüeaå $ervices

flnrËroda¡etEom

School-based consultation and referral/testing are two types of

psychological service delivery models that are presently being practised in the

schools. School-based con$ultation can be defined as a collaborative problem-

solving process involvíng the classroom teacher and the clinician where both

professionals are actively and interdependently engaged in identifying the

problern(s) affecting the students, analyzing the problem(s) and developing

recommendations to ameliorate the problem(s), implementing the

recomrnendations developed, and conducting follow-up and evaluation

procedures. The referral/testing model can be defined as a process whereby

the clinician acts as the eNpert involved in identifying the problem(s) affecting

the student(s), assessing the problem situation (s), and developing

recommendations for íntervention. lnherent in the school-based consultation

model is a greater degree of involvement for the classroom teacher throughout

the various stages of the consultation process, from the problem-identification

assessment procedure to the development and implementation of

recommendations and follow-up, as compared with the referral/testing model

where the control is in the hands of the school psychologist in charge of the

process. The involvement of the teacher in the referrat/testing model primarily is

to provide assessment-related information and io lmplement the
recommendations developed by the clinicían.
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$ta8emnemB sf the Froþåem

In recent years, school psycholoEical services have received much

critical attention both in the academic and the professional literature. Some of

this attention has focused on issues concerning the effectíveness of program

variables, and more specifically, on treatment acceptability by the classroom

teachers (Elliott & Sheridan, 1992; Kutsick, Gutkin, & Witt, 1991; Martens,

Peterson, Witt, &Cirone, 1986; Whinnery, Fuchs, & Fuchs, 1991;Witt, 1986).

These investigations have provided important insights into teachers' evaluation

of , and willingness to implement, psychological programs designed for

classroom settings. There exists a great deal of evidence suEgesting teachers'

dissatisfaction with psychological services and concomitant resistance to the

implementation of psychological recommendations (Friend & Bauwens, 1988;

Martens, Peterson, Witt, & Cirone, 1986; Piersal & Gutkin, 1983; Whinnery,

Fuchs, & Fuchs, 1991;Witt, 1986, 1986; Witt& tulartens, 19BB). Wittclaimed

that much of the teachers' resistance to psychological services can be better

understood by focusing on the process used to develop the recommended

intervention proErams rather than by scrutinizing the programs themselves.

Frevious investigations exa.mining process variables of school

psychologists' service delivery have focused on the characteristics of the

consultants and consultees (Knoff, Mckenna, & Riser, 1991; Piersal & Gutkin,

1983), The skills and attitudes of consultants and consultees (Elliott & Sheridan,

1992; Gutkin & Ajchenbaum, 1984; Gutkin & l-{ickman, 19BB), and

environmental characteristics of this process (Fugach &..!ohnson, 1988; Witt &

Martens, 1988). Although this research has provided insight into consultants'

and consultees'personalities and ideologies, noticeably absent in the literature
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is empirical research on teachers' perceived sense of involvement in the

problem-solving process as related to their degree of acceptance of the

correspondíng psychological service delivery model.

Researchers argued that the referral/testing model Brovided classroom

teachers with little opportunity for active participation and, consequent sense of

involvement, which could possilrty explain why classroom teachers are less

likely to accept psychological services (Gutkin & Ajchenbaum, 1984; Gutkin &

Hickman, 1988: Kutsick, Gutkin, & Witt, 1991). School-based consultation has

been espoused by numerous researchers as an alternative service delivery

model to the referral/testing model in that it offers a more collaborative approach

to the assessment and recommendation process (Conoley & Conoley, 1988;

Curiis & Meyers, 19BB: Elliott & Sheridan, 1992; ldol et af., 1987).

ln Manitoba, there appears to be a growing province-wide recognition

among practising $chool psychologists that the use of collaborative models

such as school-based consultation should be implemented within the school

setting (Bartell, 1990). School-based consultation, unlike the referral/testing

model, builds on teachers'active involvement in all phases of the problem-

solving process, thereby, likely helping to develop ín the participating teachers

an increased sense of control over the problem situatíon. Furthermore, this

rnodel broadens the skills and knowledge base to be utilized in the problem-

solving process by employlng the knowledge and eNpertise of the classroom

teacher in the assessment and intervention process. Consequently, some

researchers have theorized that this model may be viewed as a preferable

mode of service delivery in the educational setting than the traditional

referral/testing model (Gutkin & Ajchenbaum, 1984; Gutkin & Hickman, 1988).
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While there has been growing support for school-based consultation

model, the empirical research in support of this model has been fairly limlted. ln

particular, teachers'acceptance of school psychological services - an important

component of the effectiveness of any school psychological sorvice model - has

been targely underinvesiigated. Review of the literature had indicated that oniy

a Iimited number of empirical investigations dealt with teachers' perceived

sense of control and their preference for psychological service delivery models,

notably, the research of Gutkin and Ajchenbaum (1984) and Gutkin and

l'{ickman (1988). The researchers speculated that teachers preferred a model

which would offer thern an internal sense of control; however, significant

limitations were identified in their research designs which, in turn, limited their

ability to provide empirical findings to support this area of research. By

addressing the flaws in the previous research, the focus of this investigation

was to study whether or not the alterations of the teachers' sense of involvement

in the problem-solving process had an effect on the teachers' acceptance of a

particular psychological service delivery model,
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ffievEew of the {-ÊÊeraËu¡ne

E åãs8ony

The roots of consultation in the practice of school psychology can be

traced to the menial health field. Gerald Caplan (1970), a psychiatrist who

established consultation in the mental health profession, defined the terrn as a

process of interactíon between two professional persons - the consultant, who is

the specialist, and the consultee, who invokes the consuliant's help in relation to

a current work problem with which helshe is having some difficulty and which

he/she has decided is within the other's area of specialized competence.

Caplan expanded the role of the mental health consultant beyond the

boundaries of the mental health field by suggesting that mental health

specialists may engage in many types of professional consultative activities

inctuding supervision, education, psychotherapy, counselling, administrative

inspection, negotiation, liaison, collaboration, coordination, and mediation.

lnitially, the practice of mental health consultation began in 1949 in lsrael

v'rhere Caplan (1970) and his associates were responsible for the supervision

of the mental health of 16,000 new immigrant children. With a small team of

psychologists and social workers, and with approximately 1000 referrals per

day, Caplan and his team quickly realized that the traditional approach to

rnental health, that is, accepting referrals and carrying out diagnostic

investigations on each individual child would be time consuming and

ineffective. Because of the inability to provide psychotherapy to all the

individual children, Caplan's team began to discuss informally possible

management techniques with the staff of the institution in hope of reducing the

pressures of case overload and providíng support to the staff. According to
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Caplan, this meihod of consulting was proven to be successful in the lsraeli

program and was quickly adopted by many institutions throuEhout North

America.

The adoptlon of consultation within the school system has occurred

because of the need to deal wíth not only outstanding caseloads, but also with

the concerns of educators who felt that they did not receive meaningful help

from psychologists and related professionals in schools (fr/eyers, 1981). For

example, in analyzing the historical perspective of mental health consultation,

ftdeyers found out through informal discussions with many teachers that they

had never met their school psychologists. Meyers also reported that in a

majority of cases where teachers did receive psychological assistance, critics

noted that psychologists spent too much t¡me diagnosing and report writing, and

spending too little time, if any, providing meaningful help in the classroom. This

criticism has stemmed from ihe fact that where direct psychological services are

provided in the schools (i.e. psychoeducational diagnosis or psychotherapeutic

treatments), children have waited 6-12 months for psychological evaluations

because of the considerable amount of time required for diagnostic work.

Furthermore, because the diagnostic procedure can be very time consuming,

little of the psychologist's time, energy, or inclinatíon was directed toward

effective comn'lunication with children, parents, or teachers.

On the other hand, mental health consultation which provided a more

indirect approach to psychological services allowed psychologists to reach

many more children through consultation with ieachers and other school

personnel than did the traditional direct method. Rather than providing mental

health services directly to children, the goal of consultaiion was to help the
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consultee (teacher) provide these services in the schools. This approach is

viewed by many to be more effective than the traditional medical model for two

obvious reasons (Conoley &. Conoley,1982; Meyers, X981). First, it did not

require an excessive an¡ount of the psychologist's límited time; secondly, it

incorporated the role of the teacher who had daily contact with the child,

thereby, maximizing the opportunities to make a positive impact on the child's

development.

&#ode[s of ConsuåtatEorr

Caplan (1970) organized mental health consultation into the following

four-part categorization system: (a) client-centered case consultation, (b)

consultee-centered case consultation, (c) program-centered administrative

consultation, and (d) consultee-centered administrative consultation. ln relation

to education, it is the consultee-centered case consultation category which has

received the most attention (Conoley & Conoley, 1988; Meyers, 1981). ln

describing this category, Caplan indicated that the main focus of the consultant

was to try and understand the nature of the consultee's difficulty with the case

and to try and help the consultee remedy the problem. Caplan claimed that

difficulties with cases may occur due to the consultee's lack of knowledge about

the type of problem presenied by the client, the consultee's lack of skífls in

dealing with the problem, the consultee's lack of self-confidence, which could

hinder his/her use of available knowledge and skills, or the consultee's lack of

professional objectivlty. Because of these potential difficulties, Caplan

advocated that the consultee would benefit from a relationship with a mental

health expert which was based on the following components: (a) coordinate
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rather than hierarchicaf , (b) voluntary rather than supervisory, (c) targets

consultee's specific needs rathen than didactic, and (d) supportive rather than

evaluative.

Since Captan (1970) considered losses in professional objectivity to be

the most common cause of consultee difficulty, rnost of his work was foçused on

the techniques designed to reduce lack of objectívity. Çonsequently, the mental

health consultatíon model focused primarily upon changing the underlying

attitudes or perceptions of consultees which supposedly interfered wíth their

abilíties to work irnpartially with clients. Although the mental health consultation

model was considered to be a significant improvement to the field of school

psychological services, many practitioners indicated that it was too compleN to

implement in the school setting (Conoley & Conoley, 1982, l gSB).

Despite the widespread popularity of Gaplan's (1970) mental health

consultation, other forms of consultation have emerged which are thought to be

more applicable to the school environment (Çonoley & Gutkin, 1986; Elliott &

Sheridan, 1992; Gresham & Kendelt, 1987; Meyers, 1gB1). Behavioral

consultation is a form of consultation most widely used in the schools (Elliott &

Sheridan, 1992). This model ís sin'rilar to the mental health consultation in that it

aims toward improving the performance of both the consultee (teacher) and the

client (student). According to Elliott and Sheridan, behavioral consultation has

two goals: (a) to provide methods for changíng a child's learning or behaviour

problenr, and (b) to improve a consultee's skill so he/she can prevent or

respond more effectively to future or sirnilar problems in other children. Unlike

mental health consultation, behavioral consultation is based on social learning

theory and concentrates on changing the frequency, intensity, and duration of
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the client's behaviour by devetoping and implementing specific intervention

plans with the consultee. Conoley and Conoley (1988) indicated that this

version of consultation is far more familiar to school-based consultants,

therefore, it is likely to be more easily introduced into the school setting than the

rnental health consuliation. Furthermore, the recommendations not only use

tenminology familiar to the classroom environment, but also focus directly on the

occurring problematic behavíours.

Á. second variation of consultative models famÍliar to the school

environrnent has been referred to as process con$ultation or organization

development consultation (conoley & conoley, 19BB; conoley & Gutkin, 1g86;

Gresham & Kendell, 1987). The focus of this model, which was derived from

the research concerning small groups, organizational effectiveness, and social

psychology, is generally aimed at changing behaviour at a sysiem level, making

people aware of the events and processes in their environments which affect

their work. Differentiating themselves from mental health consultation, process

consultants are noi concerned with the unconscious dynamics of the staff

members (consultees); instead, their focus primarily revolves around improving

communication and feedback from the stâff. Unlike behavioral consultants who

direct their energy to children's behaviours, process consultants aim to offer

advice and suggestions to improve teacher skills in handling groups. Conoley

and Conoley indicated that the ultimate goal of process consultation is to

facilitate ongoing arganizational diagnosis and renewal. One of the criticisms

of using process consultation ín the schools is that educators tended to be

content-oriented rather than process-oriented, and therefore, were not

immediately receptive to process consultants (Conoley and Conoley, 19BB).
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This cniticism does noi address the fact that education is much n'ìore a process

than a product enterprise.

ffi omsssrmer FenspeetEve oBÌ Gonse.s[ËatñosÌ

Regardless of the particular model of consultation chosen for

irnplementation, consultation has rapidly been promoted as one of the most

preferred job functions of school psychologists today (Elliott & Sheridan, 1992;

Smith & l-yon, 1985; Witt, 1985; Witt& Martens, 19BB). Smith and Lyon noted

that the impetus for increased emphasis on consultation came not only from

school psychologists themselves, but from the consumers of psychological

services as well. Similarly, Elliott and Sheridan (1992) reported that teachers

and administrators viewed consultation as one of the most important and

desirable aspects of special services from school psychologists. Along with íts

practical popularity, consultation has also drawn considerable attention from the

academic world as evident by the overwhelming amount of literature dedicated

to the topic (e.9., Gresham & Kendell, 19Bg; Fryzwansky, 1986). ln a review of

the consultation literature from 1978 to 1985, Pryzwansky found 660 citations

appearing in the Psychological Abstracts and 403 entries appearing in the

ERIC depository. ln addition to Fryzwansky's findings, Gresham and Kendell

referred to eight literature revíews since 1987 regarding the efficacy, processes,

training, and utilization of school-based consultation, including a large section

of a journal (School Fsychological Review, 15(4), 1986) devoted to an analysis

of indirect service delivery consultation in schools.

Despite thís growing popularity of research concerning both the theory

and practice of consultation in schools, Fryzwansky (1986) found only a small
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percentage (26%) of the published articles to be empirically based. l-ikewise,

Gresham and Kendell (1989), in investigating the reviews of outcome research,

process research, and practitioner utilization, found little eviderrce to support the

congruence between what is believed to be effective consultation, as described

by practitíoners, and what has been shown to be effective consuftation on the

basis of empirical evidence. They concluded that most consultation research

could be described as limited in scope, univariate in nature (providing only

single case research designs), nonexperimental, and devoid of a strong

theoretical base.

BefisxitüoEr

Paraf leled with the unsophisticated conceptua[ization of consultatíon

research is the ambiguous use of the term by practitioners (Friend, 1988;

Gresham & Kendell, 1987; Pryzwansky, 1986). Frlend (1988) commented that if

consultation is to be a viable service delivery option avallable to schools, then

conceptual clarity needs to be established. According to existing research,

consultation means many things to different people. As a term, it may reflect

many theoretical orientations, techniques, and target populations. Even when

applied to one particular population, much confusion surrounds the meaning

and ihe use of the term. Reschly (cited by Gresham & Kendell, 1987) indicated

that many school psychologists tended to use the term consultation to refer to

practlcally any form of contract or service in the schools. Similarly, Friend

(1988) found ihat the term was used at least three ways when applied to the

school setting. lt could be used to refer to a general trend toward educating

speciaf-need learners, to describe the programs of service that local school
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districts implernent, and as a collective noun to describe the process whereby

professionals interact with other professionaÍs. Although none of ihese uses

mentioned above are incorrect in themselves, the undifferentiated use of the

term by school practitioners creates much confusion. ln addition to the

requirement to distinguish the various forms of consultation in the schools, it is

necessary to differentiate the use of the term in the schools from its everyday

situatíons (i.e., consulting one's attorney during a real estate transaction).

Owing to the generic use of the term consultation, Pnyzwansky (1986) warned

that some of the most widely quoied research may be flawed as a result of

inappropríate or inconsistent conceptual definiiions and typologies.

ln focusing on the research defining consultation as a collaborative effort

between two or more professionals, it was found that many discrepancies

existed in the literature. Medway (cited by Elliott & Witt, 1986) defined

consultation as a procÐss of collaborative problem-solving between a mental

health specialist (consultant) and one or more persons (consultee(s)) who are

responsible for providing some form of psychotogical assistance to another

(client). Afthough this definition was more applicable to the mental healih field

than the school setting, one of the difficulties identified within this definition was

the lack of attention towards a egalítarian status between the consultant and the

consultee in regard to a co-ownership of the identified problem and the process

of problem-solving. A power differentíal between the consultant and the

consultee was a common characteristic among several definitions reviewed in

the consultation literature. For example, Polsgrove and ft¡lcneil (1989) defined

consultation as a method and procedural sequenÇe consultants may employ to

help consultees ameliora.te learning and behavioral problems in youngsters.
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This definition is that it has created an image of an expert (consultant) delivering

knowledge to a consultee who is portrayed as a novice requesting assistant.

Similar to Polsgrove and hllcneil (1989), Fugach and Johnson (1988)

included a hierarchical aspect in their defínition of consultation. They defined

consultation as a collaborative endeavor, one that is meant to share eNpertise in

developing new teaching skills on the part of general educators who, in turn,

can become more self-sufficient and less dependent upon support from special

educators. This definition not only implied ihe establishment of a hierarchical

relationship between the consultant and the consultee, but also suggested a

lack of reciprocity where classroom teachers rely heavily on special educators'

ínformation in order to improve their skitls.

Unlike ft/ledway (cited by Ëlliott & Witt, 1986), Folsgrove and Mcneil

(1989), and Pugach and Johnson (1988), Conoley and Gutkin (1986)

recognized the collegial relationship in their definition which stated that

consultation occurs when consulting psychologists (consultants) interact with

ieachers, parents, and administrators (consultees) to develop

psychoeducational programs for children (clients) that will be carried out by the

consultee(s) rather than by the psychologist (consultant). Despite ihe inclusion

of a reciprocal interaction between the consultant and the consultee during the

problem-solving stages, the present author believed that there still remained

some difficulties with this definition. One of the problems was that it implied that

the responsibility for treatment implementation rested soleiy in the hands of the

consultee. The lack of reference to co-ownership of the problem and of the

implementation process, which has been reported in the liierature as an
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important and necessary requirement of consultation within the school

envlronment, has made Conofey and Gutkin's definition a difficult one to accept.

ldol, Faolucci-Whitcomb, and Nevin (1982), in their book Collaborative

Consultation, discussed several aspects of consultation. Included in their Iist of

advantages of consultation was the sharing of expertise by both the consultant

and the consultee, as well as the recognition that consuitation was a student-

centered approach that required both consultant and consultee to develop

creative a.nd effective programs. ldol et al. expanded the term consuliation to

collaborative consultation which they defined as an interactive process

enabling the participants with diverse expertise to generate creative solutions to

mutually defined problems. However, as with Conoley and Gutkin's (19S6)

definition, the present author found that ldol et al.'s definition excluded the

concept of joint responsibility between the classroom teacher and the school

psychologist at the treatment implementation siage. Further, although ldof et al.

recognized the importance of consultation to be a student-centered approach, it

was also found that this specific approach was excluded from their definition.

One definition which did include the student-centered dimension was

offered by Curtis and frdeyers (1989). They defined consultation as a

collaborative problem-solving process in which two or more persons

(consultant(s) and consultee(s)) engaged in efforts to benefit one or more other

persons (client(s)) for whom they bore some level of responsibility, and this

process occurred within a context of reciprocal ínteraction. Based on Curtis and

Meyers' definition, the following elements identified by the present author made

this definition appropriately applicable to the school setting:
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1. üt identified consultation as a collaborative rather than a hierarchica.l

process u¡hene there was coordinated status between the consultant

and the consultee.

2. It recognized that consultatlon is a student-centered approach.

3. li included the notion that within consultation both the consultant and

the consultee were responsible for the problem identification,

assessment process, and treatment implementation.

Consistent with the unsystematic use of definitions used to describe

consultation, researchers have identified much confusion with the

lmplementation of the consultation process ín the school environment ( Fugach

&Johnson, 1989; Witt & Martens, 19BB). Eecause of the confusion in ihe

definition of the term and the lack of empirical data within the literature to

support the effectiveness of consultation, both Witt and ft/lartens (1988) and

Fugach and Johnson (1988) concluded that the implementation of consultation

in the school environment, and particularly, gaining the active support of

teachers, continued to be problematic. While it was apparent in the literature

that the problem of implementing consultation in the school setting is

multifaceted, one of the most important and underinvestigated aspect has been

teachers' acceptance of school-based consultation.

Teaeürers' Aeaeptamae of GogxsuStatEon

Throughout the literature, numerous

as to why teachers resisted participatíng

1992; Friend & Bauwens, 19BB; Gr¡tkin &

Witt, & Cirone, 1986; Whinnery, Fuchs,

researchers discussed explanations

in consultation ( Elliott & Sherídan,

l-'lickman, 1 988; Martens, Peterson,

& Fuchs, 1991;Witt, 1986; Witf &
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Martens, 1988). Resistance as defined by Karp (cited by Friend &. Bauwens,

1988) is an expression of power through which one conveyed the notion that

success can sometimes be measured by one's skill at not obtaining what one

does not want. ln the context of the school, Friend and Bauwens (1988) used

this definition to include all the active and passive behaviours that regular

classroom teachers might have eNhibited to avoid participating in a consultation

interaction with service personnel (i.e., school psychologísis, resource teachers,

etc.). Based on the literature reviewed above, the followíng issues were

identified as affecting the teacher-school psychologist relationship: (a) a fear of

the unknown, (b) a perceived lack of energy and skills to participate in

consultative process, (c) a threat of change to teachers' confidence in teaching,

and d) resistance to recommendations that do not reflect mutually agreed-upon

goals.

Although treatment-acceptability research (Elliott & Sheridan, 1992;

ftfrartens, Feterson, Witt& Cirone, t986; Whinnery, Fuchs, & Fuchs, 1gg1;Witt,

1986) has províded important information about ieachers' evaluaiion of and

willingness to implement school psychologists' recommendatiorìs, a detailed

analysis concerning the process used to develop änd present the

recorTìmendations to teachers is still noticeably lacking in the literature. As

noted by Witt (1986), "lt is time to examine not only the content of what we do

about classroom management (i.e., the development of new, more effective

interventíons) but also the process by which we do what we do" (p. 37). ln

responding to this void, Kutsick, Gutkin, and Witt (1991)conducted a study

which investigated teachers' treatment acceptance according to the

intervention-development process, the type of intervention, and the problem
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severity. -t'hey compared three different processes by which an intervention

was developed: (a) collaborative consultatíon between the teacher and school

psychologist where both parties worked together to develop an interventíon

plan, (b) psychologist-developed intervention plans, and (c) teacher-developed

intervention plans.

According io their hypothesis, Kutsick et al. (1991) expected that

intervention recommendations developed via collaborative interactions

between teachers and school psychologists would be judged more acceptable

by teachers than those developed unilaterally by either school psychologists or

teachers. Their results, which indicated teacher preference for intervention

plans developed collaboratively, provided further support to the existing

literature (Elliott & Sheridan, 1992; Gutkin & Conoley, 1990; Witt, 1g86; Witt &

Martens, 19BB) claiming that cotlaborative strategies, such as school-based

consultation, were effective and preferable means for delivering psychological

services in the schools. Although the findings were supportive of the

hypothesis, the present author found this study to be lacking in that it did not

provide an understanding of the possible variables influencing teachers'

preferences for consultative models. lnstead of analyzing the reasons for

teachers' preference for collaborative interaction, Kutsick et al.'s instrument, a

rating scale measuring teachers' percepiions of treatment acceptabilíty, limited

their ability to provide a detailed analysis of the service delivery process.

Although existing studies provided practical information concerning treatment

methodology, most of the research to date can be regarded as f ragmented, as

most of it is not anchored in a theoretical framework. ln particular, treatment-

acceptability research, such as the studies discussed above, tend to focus onlv
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on the outcome of consultation rather than providing a detailed theoretical

analysis of its protess. Without analyzing the dynamics of the consultative

rnodel, little inslght can be gained as to why some teachers may resist

participation in collaborative efforts, such as school-based collaboraiive

consultation. For such an analysis to take place, the investigation needs to be

theoretically g roun ded.

TåreoneÊieæå Fnars¡ewonk

Theoretical research concerning teachers' resistance to consultation has

maintained that such resistance can be understood in terms of the

reinforcementlpunishment contingencies and specific events that have

surrounded consultees'behaviour (Piersel & Gutkin, 1983). ln other word$,

consultation, when viewed by consultees, was thought to include

unpleasant/aversive conditions which may have arisen as a f unction of

consulting. Many conditions such a.s demands on consultee energy,

incongruence of consultant's and consultee's expectations, arousal of consultee

anNiety, consultee responsibility for the problem, and consultee responsibility

for unsuccessful treatments are analyzed at the individual level and are

considered to be aversive to the consultee. However, it has also been

suggested that much of the resistance could be understood by considering the

consultant/consultee interactions at the social or administratíve fevef (Witt &

Martens, 19BB).

ln addressing the dynamics thai occur at the administrative level, \ffitt

and Martens (1988) applied an empowerment perspective to describe possible

reasons for teachers' resistance to consultation. From this perspective, teachers
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were viewed as already skilled individuals who demonstrated their capability in

handling problenrs within their classroom. !-'lowever, given that school

psychologists are paid a higher salary than classroorn teachers, are requíred to

have more traininE at the entry level, and are given the responsibility of helping

teachers, Witt and ft/artens considered that ít was the social or administrative

structure of the school that prevented teachers f ron'l f unctioning f ully

índependently. Witi and Martens (1988) claimed that it is the social system of

the school which has eschewed the notion of the school psychologist acting as

the expert, helpinE teachers with deficits to improve their skills.

At the individual teacher Ievel, consultation has carried an implicit

assumption which led others to believe that consultees (teachers) lacked

particular skills in solving problems (Piersel & Gutkin, 1983; Fugach & Johnson,

1988; Witt & Martens, 19BB). This assumption may have contributed to

resistance in consuliation on the part of the teacher as it ignored the social or

administrative issues that may be contributing to maintaining this resistance.

Frorn ihe empowerment perspective, which takes into consideration the

administrative dynamics of the school setting, focusing on the system level as

opposed to the índividual teacher level, may be a more effective way to deal

wlth teachers' resisiance to consultation. ln fact, focusing on the system instead

of the teacher may be a more productive approach to encourage teachers in

terms of their sense of self-efficacy which, in turn, affects their ability a.nd

willingness io change.

Ferceived self-efficacy has been found to play an influential role in the

exercise of personal control and motivation to change (Bandura, 1989).

According to social cognitive theory, it is partly on the basis of self-beliefs of
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effícacy that people choose what challenges to undertake, how much effort to

expend in a given endeavour, and how long to persevere in the face of

difficulties (tsandura, 1 986).

tsandura (1982) described perceived self-efficacy as a concern with

judgements of how well one can execute courses of action required to deal with

prospective situations. According to social learning theory, judgements of self-

efficacy, accurate or faulty, are based on the following sources of information:

(a) performance attainments, (b) vicarious experiences of observing

performances of others, (c) verbal persuasion and allied types of social

inf luences indicating that one possesses certain capabilities, and (d)

physiological states f rom which people partly judge their capabiliiy, strength,

and vulnerabitity. Regarding teachers' beliefs of self-efficacy, tsandura

suggested that verbal persuasion has been used widely as a tactic to get

peopte to believe they possess capabilit¡es that will enable them to achieve

what they seek. In cases where individuals have felt that they lack the ability to

exercise adequate control over the problem situation, verbal persuasion by

others, especially those considered by the individual to have high status,

competence, and power (Bandura, 1977) has been found to be a very

influential tool for increasíng an individual's sense of personal efficacy as well

as sense of control.

Conversefy, feelings of lack of control and inability to influence events

and social conditions that significanïly affect one's life have been identlfied to be

powerful debilitating effects on one's sense of self-efficacy (Bandura, 19S2).

These feelings were found to be especially damaging in situations where

people viewed themselves as possessing the skills but gave up trying because
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they felt that their efforts were fruitless due to unresponsive, negative, or

punitive environments. Teachers who are exposed to a referral/testing delivery

model may feel a Iack of control in such commonly low responsive

environments. Although they may possess the skills necessary to contribute

their efforts at all stages of the assessment, irl referral/testing setiings teachers

are given minimal control over the problem situation whích, consequently, may

have profound effects on their perceptions of self-efficacy.

According to the social cognitive theory, efficacious individuals set higher

goals, are committed to these goals, and are able io focus their attention on

analyzíng and figuring out solutions to problems (Bandura & Woods, 1989).

Thus, it is speculated hene that in order for teachers to function successfully

within the consultative process, they need to feel ernpowered as well as

possess some control in conducting the problem-solving process. Bandura and

Woods (1988) claimed that when people believe the environment is

controllable on matters that are important to them, they are motivated to

exercise fully their personal efficacy, which enhances their likelihood of

success. Furthermore, such experiences of success, in turn, provide validation

of personat efficacy and environmenta.l controllability. -['hus, service delivery

models like school-based consultation, which exercise teacher-control over the

problem situation, âre more likely to foster teacher success in accepting and

participating in consultation, in contributing to problem-solving and goal

development, and in committing themselves firmly to the established goals than

are other delivery models (i.e., referralitesting) which do not inherently

encourage teacher-control over the situation.
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Frior investigations concerninE teachers'sense of control over problem-

solving processes and preferences for consultation over referral/testing services

(Gutkin & Ajchenbaum, 1984; Gutkin & F{ickman, 19BB) yielded f indings

consistent with the research regarding social learning (Bandura, I9TVJ and self-

efficacy theories (Bandura, 1982). Gutkin and Ajchenbaum (1984) interpreted

their results within the internal/external locus of control framework. They

hypothesized that teachers' preferences for consultation versus referral services

would vary as a function of how much personal control teachers perceived they

had in regard to presenting problems. ln their study, Gutkín and Ajchenbaum

(1984) presented subjects with a questionnaire consísting of two scales

measuring the degree of teacher$' sense of control and teachers' preferences

for consultation. Each of these scales was further divided into three subscales

(ActinE Out, Withdrawal, and Academic) which contained items describing

common problems found a!Ìlong elementary school students. Gutkin and

Ajchenbaum found that teachers who reported an increased sense of control

over the presenting problem due to situational determinants and subsequently,

an iniernal locus of control, were more likely to choose to pariicipate in a

consultative service delivery model than subjects who reported a decreased

sense of control. Gutkin and Ajchenbaum concluded that subjects'preferences

for consultation over referral services were due to an Íncreased sense of control

over the problem situation.

Despite ihe strong support they claímed for their hypothesis, Gutkin and

Ajchenbaum's (1984) results need to be viewed with much caution. For

example, Gutkin and Ajchenbaum found a strong nega.tive statisticat correlation

(r=-.82) between the total scores on the Ðegree of Control and Freferences for
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Consultation Scales. Although they do warn their readers against over-

ínterpreting these results, Guïkin and Ajchenbaum themselves have drawn

conclusive statements suggesting that the statistically significant correlation

between the two scales indicated a strong support for their hypothesis. This

conclusion is questionable as their study was correlational and its variables

were not experimentally conirolled.

Gutkin and !-{ickman (1988) conducted a símifar study which furthered

the work of Gutkin and Ajchenbaum (1984), in which they introduced a

manipulation of teachers' perceived control. ln their study, Gutkin and l-lickman

presented randomly selected subjects with two seis of scenarios, one outlining

the consultation process which was intended to increase teachers' perceived

sense of control over the problem situation and another scenario describing a

referral/testing process which was designed to decrease teachers'sense of

control. They then measured how this alteration of control impacted on

teachers' preferences for psychological service delivery models. Gutkin and

Hickman reported that teachers who were induced to feel an increased sense of

control were more likely to prefer consultatlon over ¡'eferral services than

teachers who experienced a decreased sense of control over the problem

situation.

Although Gutkín and Í'{ickman's (1988) resutts appeared io support their

hypothesis, there were several flaws in this study which the authors cautioned

their readers to keep in mind when interpreting the results. For example,

despite the strong statistical relationship, Gutkin and l-lickman stated that the

correlation reported was not very large (r=.24, p<.01) and, therefore, advised

readers to take precautions when analyzing the data. Another serious limitation
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was the nature of the self-report survey used in the study. tseca.use their study

f ocused on teachers' stated pref erences rather than teachers' actual

behaviours, Gutkin and h'lickman cautioned readers against assuming that

these reported vierrys by their subjects were necessarily congruent w¡th their

behaviours. Moreover, several methodological flaws were identified within the

study which were not díscussed by the researchers themselves. Gutkin and

hNickman (1988) provided their subjecis with def initions of Educaiional

Specialist, Consultation, and Referral Servíces in order to help them distinEuish

between the provided scenarios. !-iowever, some parts of the definition of

Consultation were inaccurate. More seriously, the provision of these definiiions

may have biased the participants' response to the scenarios in the direction of

the hypothesis.

According to the survey, Gutkin and Hickman (1988) defined consultation

as an approach whereby teachers receive assistance from the educational

specialist while remaíning actívely involved in the analysis of the presenting

problem and the development of treatnrent programs. Although parts of this

definítion accurately described a consultation process, part of the wording may

not be appropriate. For example, the word "assistance" could have created

inrages of an expert-novice relationship rather than one based on cooperation

and equality. ln fact, Gutkin and l-{ickman used the same wording to describe

the term "referral" which suggested an establishment of a hierarchical

relationship between the teacher and the specialist, thus potentíally

confounding the subjects' responses.

Additional probfems were identified with the second part of the survey

which consisted of scenarios describing the processes of consultation and
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referral/testing services. The information provided in the scenarios outlined

classroom problems discussing cases regarding student difficulty ín completing

homework assignments. Instead of providing a detailed description of the

service delivery pröcess, Gutkin and å-{íckman's ('lgBB) scenarios concentrated

on the t¡'eatment programs developed frorn the outcome of the process.

A further difficulty was the lack of balance ín the success rate of the

treatment programs. The scenario which related to the consultative service

described two treatment programs that were successful in treating the problem,

while the referral scenario consisted of only one ca$e outlining an unsuccessfuf

treatment program. T'hus, success rate was confounded with treatment

manipulations. Furthermore, Gutkin and l-{ickman (19SS) did not check the

effectiveness of their scenarios in implementing changes in perceived control.

For exarnple, instead of relating the increase or decrease of teacher$' sense of

control to the type of service delivery model, one could have argued that the

scenarios actually provided a measurement of how the variable

"successful/unsuccessful treatment plân" contributed to the increase or

decrease of teachers'sense of control. These methodological flaws of the study

by Gutkitt and l-{ickman introduce questions about their findings regarding the

relationship of teachers' sense of conirol and preferences for consultation. li

must be acknowledged, though, that Gutkin and !-{ickman made an important

effort to introduce an empirical manipulation of teacher's perceived control.

The current study was desígned to modify the design of Gutkin and

Ajchenbaum (1984) and Gutkin and !-lickman (198s) and address the

methodological flaws. îhe present study included scenarios that (a)

operationalized the two service delivery models distincily, and ib) involved
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equat treatment succes$ rates in order To eliminate the effect of a success rate

variable from confounding the types of service delivery rnodels described in the

scenarios.

Similar to the previous research concernÍng teachers' sense of control

over the problem-solving process and teachers' preference for consultation over

referral services (Guikin & Ajchenbaum, 1984; Gutkin & [-{ickman, lgBB), the

focus of this investigation was to study the exteni to which the alteration of

teachers'sense of involvement in the problem-solving process has an effect on

the teachers' level of acceptance of service delivery models. lt is recognized

here that although expressed perceptions may not be consistent with actual

behaviours, yet, they were still important elements to consider in understanding

and predicting behaviours.

HypotFaesüs

The hypothesis stated ihat teachers' perceived sense of involvement in

the problem-solvíng process was positively related to their degree of

acceptance of the service delívery models. That is, when given a scenario, íf a

teacher perceives an increased sense of involvement In the situation, he/she

will have a higher degree of acceptance of the service delivery model described

in that scenario.

ffieËhod

Partñeüpamäs

Farticipants were 136 teachers who taught students in grades ranging

from K-6. The sample was drawn f rom a total population oî ZZ0 teachers from
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ihree rural school divisions located in south central Manitoba. From the 136

participants, 39 were males, 97 were females, 84 had more than ten years of

teaching experience, and 45 indicated one to ten years of teaching experience.

Because part¡cipation was voluntary, the subject sarrrple for the study was

based on the return rate of the completed instrument which was 62o/". Although

it was stressed to the teachers that their involvement in the study was strictly

voluntary, teachers were encouraged to participate in the study. Nn order to test

the validity of the instruments used in the study, a pílot study was conducted in a

rural school division located in south oentral tVlanitoba. The participants for the

pilot study were 13 K-6 teachers. As with the main study, teacher partícipation

in the pilot study was voluntary.

Fnocedg¡ne

since gender may have been a factor in responding, separate

randomizatíon of the versions A and B were done for males and females by

using a table of random (Keppel and Saufley, 1gB0). ln each case, an equal

number of versions A and ts were randomly distributed. A cover letter (see

Appendix F) was included with the insirument introducing teachers to the

purpose of the instrument and assuring them of confidentiality. The distribution

and introductíon of the instrument was carried out by the researcher duríng a

staff meeting at each school. This type of distribution method was chosen

because it ensured that all teachers would be given a standardized form of

instructions in a similar setting, therefore, reducing the possibility of the impact

of confounding extraneotrs variables. Secondly, it provided the opportunity for

the researcher to answer questions that could have arisen in the respondinq to
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the instrument. Furihermore, this form of distribution provided ihe opportunity

for the researcher to explain to the teachers that the comments regarding

question 6 should reflect information about the partiÇular service delivery model

described in the scenario rather than focusing on the treatmeni outcome (i.e.,

successful or unsuccessful treatments).

After the distribution of the instrument, the teachers were requested to

complete the survey within one week, place it in the sealed envelope provided,

and return it to the designated boN located ín the school office. It was estimated

that the completion of the instrument required approximately 40-60 minutes of

the teachers' time. T'he teachers were informed that the results would be used

strictly for the purpose of the study, that is, no individual responses would be

identified. ln addition io assuring confidentiality, the teacher$ were also notified

that general feedback about the results could be obtained upon their request.

Any reporting of results would be based upon the aggregate result only.

Following section two of the instrument, the teachers were given the

opportuníty to participate in individual interviews with the researcher (see

Âppendix C). The teachers were informed that the purpose of the interview

would be to acquire more information about the service delivery model that they

were exposed to, to provide an opportunity to express any positive or negative

feelings aboui the model, and to further probe information concerning the

teachers' perceptions about the instrr.rment itself. An interview request form was

attached to the end of the instrument. Teachers who were interested in

participating in the interview were instructed to fill out the form which requested

their name, grade, and school, to tear off the fornn, and to return it io the

designated box in the school office. The teachers were also informed that
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because of time constraints a randonr selection process would be conducted

when choosing the sample size to interview. Collectlon of both the instrument

and the interview request forms were carried out by the researcher

approximately one week after the distribution of the instrument.

ffieasures

The instrument (see AppendÍx A) generating the information for the study

was a modified version of the instrument developed by Gutkin and hlickman

(1989) and was divided into two sectlons. The first section of the instrument

included demographical information which could be related to the variables

under investigation. Thus, respondents were asked to indicate gender, grade,

years of teaching experience, whether heishe has had experience with school

psychologicaf services, and if so, his/her sense of the degree of participation

with the school psychologist in developing a solution to a problem.

The second part of ihe instrument included scenarios outlining the

modality of interaction between school psychologisis and classroom teachers.

Each scenario described typical classroom dÍfficulties and the particular

approach to service delivery model adopted by the team in order to deal with

ihe presenting problem, but unlike Gutkin and F.lickman's (1gBB) studv, no

labelling nor definition of the various models of service delivery was provided

as not to bias ihe respondents' reaction to the scenarios. Similar to Gutkin and

Hickman's survey, thís section of the instrument was divided into a version A

and version B format. Both versions included two scenarios describing school-

based consultation and referral/testing services; however, version A had the

school-based consuftation as its first scenario and the referra.l/testina as its
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second scenario whereas version B had the referral/testing as its first scenario

and the school-based consultaiion as its second. The two versions were used

for the following reasons:

1. By using the two versions rather than one, there was an increased

possibility of providíng a representative sampling domain of the iwo

service delivery models.

2. W¡th the two versions, the researcher was able to use a

counterbalancing technique in order to control for possible

sequencing effects (i.e., order effects or carry-over effects) that may

confound the results.

3. The random dístribution of two versions gave the researcher two

comparable groups. tsy creating the comparable groups, the

researcher was able to use the two groups established as each

others' own control which enabled the researcher to make the

appropriate comparisons.

Following each scenario, the subjects, assuming the role of the teacher

described in each $cenario, responded to six questions in order to determine

their sense of involvement in: (a) the identification of the problem, (b) the

assessment procedure, (c) the development of recommendations, (d) the

utilization of their knowledge and skills, (e) their overall involvement in the

entire process, and (f) their overall acceptance of the particular approach used

in resofving the problem. Each question was presented to the subjects in the

form of a five point Likert scale. A "switchback" approach (see Appendix A,

section 2) was used for the scales, that is, if in one question, "5,'was

correspCInding to "high degree of involvement" and "1" to "low degree of
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involvement", then in the neNt question, "5" would correspond to "low degree of

involvement" and "'1" to "high degree of involvement". Thi$ response format was

a necessary camponent in order to avoid the possibility that a subject's

tendency to respond with either a. high or low response set may artificially

produce data which supported the study's hypothesis, Following question 6, the

teachers were requested to explain and/or elaborate on their response to the

above question. The purpose of the elaboration was to gather more information

concerníng the reason(s) why teachers agreed or did not agree with the

particular approach described in ihe scenario.

When redesigning the instrument, the scenarios were depicted in a way

that addressed empowerment and locus of control (Bandura, 1982). lt was also

attempted to anchor the scenarios ín real classroom situations and describe

problems that were currently pertinent to classroom teachers. The scenarios

were chosen as representatives of classroonr situations for which teachers

would frequently request school psychological services. The use of only two

scenarios per survey took into consideration the classroom teachers' limited

availability of time for this study.

Although there were actually four scenarios in total (Í.e., two for version A

and two for version B) it was decided that the problem situations presented in

both version A and version B would be identical. This decision was based on

the premise that, by providing identical problem situations for version A and B,

the researcher would be ensured comparabíf ity during the data analysls stage.

The two problem situations presented in version A and versíon B included

descriptions of the following classroom problems: (a) a student exhibiting

aggressive behaviours in the classroom and on the playground, and (b) a
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student having difficulties attending to tasks in the classroom. These problem

descriptions were outlined with as much consistency a$ possibte in order to

ensure that respondents receiving either version A or B would be presented

with ídentical infornration. In addition to providing identical problem situations, it

was also decided that the gender of the characters (teachers, siudents, and

school psychologists) depicted in the descriptions would be consistent across

the scenarios to reduce the confounding of the results by extraneous variables.

Fi$ot $Êudy

A manipulation check was conducted concerning the relationship

between the scenario methodology and the teachers' sense of involvement.

That is, when the teachers read the scenarios depicting school-based

consultation, they would experience a greater sense of involvement in the

problem-solving process than when they read the scenarios describinE

referral/testing services. This manipulation check was assessed in a pilot study

which confirmed that the scenarios depicting school-based consultation arid

referralllesting services were different with respect to ieachers'perceived sense

of involvement.

Procedures for the pilot study were simílar to the procedures described in

the main study; however, ihe pilot study did not include the interview section of

the main study.

ln examining the relationship between the scenarios and the degree of

teachers' sense of invofvement, the researcher applied a nonparametric or

distribution-free test because of the nature of the response variable (i.e., ordinal

scales). Means of subjects' respon$es to the first five questions followinq the
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school-based consultation scenario and the referralitestinE scena,rio were

computed. Differences between the rneans were analyzed by use of the

nonparametric method WilcoNon matched-pairs signed rank test (Khazanie,

1986; Marascuilo & tuicSweeney, 1977; Meddis, 1984). According to the results,

with each question, statistically significant differences (alpha=.05) were found

between the subjects' responses following the school-based consultation

scenario and the referral/testing scenario (refer to Table 1).

Table 1

fr/lean Differences of Subjects' Responses From Pilot Study To Questions 1-5 of

School-Based Consultation and ReferralÆesting Services

Note: Dn=Cn-Rn refers to differences (Dn) between School based consultation

questions (Cn) and the referral/testing questions (Rn).

The pilot study, which served as a manipulation check, supported the

claim that when the teachers read and assume the role of the classrooffi

teacher in the scenarios depicting school-based consultation, they will

experience a greater sense of involvement in the problem situation than when

they read the scenarios depicting referral/testing services. This finding from the

D1=C1-R1 D2=C2-R2 D3=C3-R3 D4=C4-R4 D5=C5-R5

h=1 3 fì=13 il=1 3 n=1 3 n=1 3

S=17.5 S=23 S=34.5 s=23.5 S=18

p-value =
.0430

l-value =
4420

P-vâlue =
.0210

p-value =
.0156

p-value =
.0078
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pilot study supported the contention that the depiction of school-based

consultation or referral/testing services in the scenarios, respectively, affected

the teachers'perceived sense of involvennent in the problem-solving process, in

the eNpected direction.

TechmEaaü GomsideratEo¡rs

Most of the problems related to the instrument's scale were identified

during the pilot study. For the pilot study, the scale shown in Figure 1 was used.

Figure 1

Scale Used in the Pilot Studv

4
I

l-ligh degree
of involvement

3

Moderate degree
of involvement

5

Low degree
of involvement

As it was unclear to the respondents whether to circle the numbers or to place a

check on the scale, ihe original scale was replaced by the scale shown in

Figure 2. (For the pilot study, the value that was closer to the check mark was

taken as the answer).
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Figure 2

1

hEgh degree of
involvement

Scale Used in the Main Studv

.f

rmoderate
degree of

involvement

Eow degree of
involvement

Responses from the pilot study indicated thai the "switchback" approach

for the Likert Scales had confused some respondents. However, in order to

avoid the possibility that a subject's tendency to respond with either a high or

low response set might produce þiased data supporting the study's hypothesis,

no changes were made in this regard. lt was decided to highlight the

description and put it directly below the score to reduce confusion caused by

the switchback (see Figure 2).

Ðata Çoååeat[CIur

The data set for the maín study consisted of 136 observations (220

surveys were handed out, the response rate is slightly higher than 62%). Of the

instruments returned, 73 are of versíon A, 6g version B; 22 males received

version A^;17 received version B; 51 females received version A; 46 received

version B.

-['he data set consists of a total of 18 varÍables.

VERSION - "a" or "b"

GENDER - "m" or "f"

GRADE - the grades which the teacher is currenily

teaching
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LENGTþ{ - the number of years of teaching experience

the tea.cher has

EXFERIEruCE -"1" if the teacher has had some expenience in

working with school psychological services;

"O" otherwise

FARTICIPATION - sense of the degree of participatíon

with the school psychologist in developing a

solution to a problem

A1 CZ CB C4 C5 t6 - scores for the questions (1) - (6) after

the collaborative scenario (school-based consultation

model)

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 - scores for the questions (1) - (6)

after the referral scenario (referral/testing model)

Differences are calculated for the first 5 questions:

D1=C1-R1

D2=Q2-R2

D3=C3-R3

Ð4=ç4-p.4

D5=C5=R5
-['he data for the ma¡n study were of good quality. Less than 1% of the

cells were missing. There was sonne confusion over the variable "GRADE".

About 15% of the teachers put down the ranges they had been teaching over

the years instead of the grade they were currently teaching. Since this was only

an "information" variable, and was not used dírectly in the analysis, this
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confusion was nct considered to be a serious matter affecting the results of the

study.

ffiesq¡[ts

Due to the discrete and ordinal nature of the data, nonparametric

procedures were utilized for the analysis. By using nonparametric statistical

measures the researcher was f ree f rom making assumptíons about some

aspects of the distribution of the sampled population, for example, that X and Y

were normally d¡stribuied (Khazanie, 1986; Marascuilo & ft/csweeney, lgz7;

Meddis, 1984). Although the researcher chose the non-parametric approach it

should be noted that some statistical researchers state that the parametric

approach to analyze these types of data would also be appropriate (Huck,

Cormier & tsounds, 1974).

ln analyzing the hypothesis, that there was a positive correlation

between the teachers' perceived sense of involvement and their degree of

acceptance of the service delivery modef , separate Kendall - tau correlation

coefficients for the variaþles C5 vs. C6, and R5 vs. R6 were calculated and

tested for positivity. Scatter plots were used to illustrate the results.

Table 2 displays the results for the Kendall - tau correlation coefficient

tests.
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Table 2

Comparison of torrelation Coefficients Between Subjects' Responses to

Question 5 and 6 of Schoot-Based Consultation (CS vs. C6) and

Referral/Testing (R5 vs. R6) Services

Ðue to the large amount of ties present in the observations, the variances of the

Kendall statistics were adjusted by using the formula given in (1 1), on page 197

of l-lollander & Wolfe (1973). According to the scatter plots of the above

variables given in Figures 3 and 4, the plots cfearly showed a positive

correlation between the two variables involved.

C5 vs" C6 R5 VS. R6

p-hat = 0.47962 p-hat = 0.51061

Test: l-lg:P = 0 vs. H6:p>0 Test: Hg:p = 0 vs. H¿:p>g

Test Statistic: Z* = 9.45 Test Statistic: Z" = 9.61

p-value = 0.0001 p-vafue = 0.0001
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Figure 3. Oomparisons fo Gorrelational Coeff icients between Question
5 and 6 f ollowing School-Based Consultation Scenario
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From the above analysis, there is strong evidence in the data to support

the claim that there ís a positive correlation between the teachers' perceived

sense of involvement and his/her degree of acceptance of the respective

service delivery models. That is, when given a scenario, if the teachers

perceive an increased sense of involvement in the problem-solving process,

they will accept the service delivery model described in that scenario. As

shown in Figures 3 and 4, the scatter plot depicting the school-based

consultation scenarios indicated a high sense of involvement in the problem-

solving process along with a high degree of acceptance of the school-based

consultation modef . !n contrast, the scatter plot depicting the referral/iesting

scenarios showed that the majority of the subjects had reported a low sense of

involvement and a low degree of acceptance.

ln addition to ihe correlation coefficients calculated for the main

hypothesis, differences ín correlation coefficients were also calculated on

different subsets of the data. In particular, differences were calculated to

deterrnine whether the correlation coefficients for the variables C5 vs. C6 (and

R5 vs. R6) differ from each other based on the responses frorn: (a) teachers

who received version A and those who received version B, (b) teachers who

had experience in workÍng with school psychological services and those who

did not, and (c) teachers with more than ten years of teaching experiences and

those wíth one to ten years of teaching experíences. A standard normal - Z test

(with separate variance estimates) were used to test for the difference between

the two Kendall - tau correlation coefficients.
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The analysis of the standard normal - 2 tests for the th¡'ee bisection of the

data. set were summarized in Tables 3, 4, and 5.

Table 3

Comparisons of Correlation Coefficients Between Subjects,

Responses to Version A and Version B

C5 vs. C6 R5 vs. R6

Test Test

l-'lglp4= pB VS. H3:p4= ps l.!o:Pn - pB vS. H¿:P4 = ps

test statistic: test statistic:

7 = -1.4816 z = 0.9804

p-value = 0.1388 p-value = 0.3270
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ïable 5
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Comparisons of Correlation Coefficients Between Subjects

Who &-lad ENperience in School Fsychological Services

and Subjects Who Did Not t-lave Such Experience

Comparisons of Correlation Coefficients Between Subjects

Wíth hfrore than 10 years of Teaching Experience and

Those With 1 to 10 Years of Teaching Experience

C5 vs. C6 R5 vs. R6

Test: Test

l-{o:ÞEXpt-PrXpO vs. Fl ¿:pgxpr=pExpo H6:pEyp¡=PfXpO VS. Ha:pExpt=pFXpo

test statistic: test statistic:

z = 0.09339 z = 0.1906

p-value = 0.9282 p-value = 0.8494

C5 vs. C6 R5 vs. R6

Test: Test:

!-'lOlþmore- Þless VS. Fl¿lp¡a¡6¡s=plpce HglÞmore=Pless VS. Halþmore=þless

test statistic: test statistic:

z = 2.1589 z = 0.01 133

p-value = 0.0308 p-value = 0.9920
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The variances of the correlation coefficients were again adjusted for ties using

the same formula referred to in the hypothesis analysis (Hollander & Wolfe,

1s73).

Accordlng to the above analysis, the major findíngs were as follows:

1. There was no evidence to suggest that the correlation coeff icient

between the variables C5 and C6 based on the responses from

teachers who had received version A is significantly different from that

of teachers who had received version B. A similar result holds for the

correlation coefficient between the variables R5 and R6.

2. There was no evidence to suggest that the correlation coefficient

between the variables C5 and C6 based on the responses from

teachers who had some prevIous experience with school

psychological services was significantly different from that of teachers

who did not have such experience. A similar result holds for the

correlation coefficient between the variables R5 and R6.

3. There was evidence to suggest that the correlation coefficient

between the va-riables C5 and C6 based on the responses from

teachers with more than 10 years of teaching experience was

significantly different from that of teachers with 1 to 10 years of

teaching experience. ü-lowever, since the variable "length of teaching

experience" was not taken into consideration during the design stage,

(it is only an observational variable), this result should be viewed with

caution.
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îhere was no evidence to suggest that the correlation coefficient

between variables R5 and R6 based on the responses from teachers

with more than -10 years of teaching experience was significantly

different from that of teachers with 1 to 1û years of teaching

experience.

A,s indicated ¡n Appendix D, from the 136 instruments returned, 104

teachers (76%) responded to question #6. From these i 04 respondents, there

were'128 comrnents pertaining to the process of the service delívery rnodels

outlined in the scenarios, and 67 comments pertaining to the recommendations

discussed in the scenarios. Because more than one response per teacher was

possible, the number of comments (n=195) eNceeds the number of teacher-

participants (n=104),

Based on Ûarney (1972) and Krippendorf (19S0), the researcher used

the following procedure to analyze the qualitative information derived from the

study: (a) identified common themes or issues present throughout the data, (b)

condensëd the themes in order to eliminate possible repetitions, and (c) related

the information from the content analysis to other sources of data analysis.

At the initial stages, four possible themes were identified as follows,

teacher-input, team approach, communication, and cooperatiorr. However, after

a closer analysis of the data, the areas of communication and cooperation were

considered to be representatíve of the identified team-approach theme. F.lence,

it was decided to condense the thematic content into two themes: teacher input

and team approach. Finally, the researcher related the findíngs of the content

analysis to the quantitive findings to check for consistency and to provide

additíonal insiEhts about the data.
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An analysis of the comments provided by the respondents indicated that

the majority of these comments (97%) favored the school-based consultation

over the referral/testing service delivery model. Two recurring themes emerged

from the participants' comments: (a) the presence of a high degree of teacher

input, and (b) the existence of a team approach. The teachers used these same

two themes as the criteria to evaluate both school-based consultation and

referral/testing models, wherein the thematic comments were found to reflect

positively on the school-based consultation model and, contrastingly, were

found to ¡'eflect negatively on the referral/testing model.

As demonstrated by the followíng participants'comments (n=61), the first

theme, a high degree of teacher input, was considered to be a necessary

component of a school psychological service delivery model:

1. "Teachers offer valuable sources of information."

2. "This approach (school-based consultation) made use of the teachers'

knowledge of the student. The school psychologist cannot provide

the same information on a few observations; therefore, the teachers'

comments are necessary in order to gain maximum benefits."

3. "The teacher is integral in explaining the problem."

4. "The teacher had the opportunity to provide her input and agree or

disagree with the recommendatíons suggested by the school

psychologists. This approach (school-based consultation) is good

because of the high involvement of the teacher."

ln addition to the expressed need to acquire a high degree of teacher-

inpui, two participants provided these comments to emphasíze the importance

of teacher involvement:
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1. "(lt) ensuned ownershlp (of recommendations) and, the¡'efore, raised

the chances of success greatly."

2. "When he/she (teacher) has been involved in setting it
(recommendations) up, the teacher ís more líkely to implement the

recommendations."

Further, in the teachers'comments (n=67), the existence of a tearn

approach was the other theme reflected as a necessary component of the

school psychological service delivery models. From the analysis of the

comments pertaining to the school-based consultation model, it was concluded

that this model was preferable because it reflected the need for both

professionals to respeci each others'expertise and training. This need for

mutual respect was evident in the following participants'comments:

1. "A good relationship exists here (in the school-based consultation

scenario) where the professionals aff irmed each others' observations,

recommendations, a.nd then added more to the solution."

2. "This approach (school-based consultation) was carried out on a more

professional basis with both parties respecting each others'expertise

and training."

3. "Both teacher and school psychologist are experts in their own

domain. lt is important for both to listen to each others'perceptions of

the assessment and to work together to solve problems."

4. "This (school-based consultation) is a team approach. The

professionals showed respect for each others' opinions, observations,

and recommendations."
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Cooperation and communication were other areas identified by the

respondents as favourable components of the school-basecl consultation

model. h{owever, these two aspects were considered by the participants to be

necessary cornponents of the identified team-approach theme. For example,

one participant commented, "lt (school-based consultation) implemented a

cooperative approach where both parties'eNpertise is put to use." Similarly,

statements such as, "there was good cooperation between the teacher and

school psychologist", "this ís clearly a shared approach", and "good

communication" further indicated that cooperation and communication were

Ímportant aspects of this team approach.

Likewise, for the referral/testing model, the participants' comments could

be categorized into the two themes: teacher input, team approach; however, the

teachers' comments reflected negatively on this model. Although their

responses identified the same two themes, the teachers felt that these themes

were lacking in this model. ln order for a service delivery model to be a

preferable model, the respondents stated that more teacher input would be

essential. T'his pref erence was strongly displayed by these teachers

staternents:

1. "This approach (referral/testing) needs to consider the expertise of the

teacher."

2. "The ieacher should have expressed her views and had more input in

the plan."

3. "The teacher should be involved more because the teacher works with

the child everyday."
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4. "(ln the referralitesting scenario) the school psychologist did not

consider the eNpeftise of the teacher. The teacher has a knowledge

about the classroom as well as eNtensive observational information."

5. "The teachen spends the most time with the chíld and, therefore, has a

f of of information to contribute at all stages of the assessment

(procedure)."

Four of the participants surveyed said that without involving the teacher at the

recommendations development siage, the teacher would not develop

ownership for the recommendations and, thus, would not be committed to

implement the recommendations.

ln addition to teacher input, the teachers also commented that a team

approach was lacking within the referral/testing model. One participant stated

that the referral/testing model can be considered as a "top-down approach

where an outsider (school psychologist) comes in and tells the teacher how to

run the classroom." Other statements reflecting the absence of the previously

identified team-approach theme were as follows:

1. "lt (referral/testing) neglects the use of brainstorming for techniques

between the two professionals""

2. "This is not a workíng-together relationship."

3. "More team work in problem-solving ís required."

4. "This is not a team approach."

Furthermore, the teachers' comments indicated that the referral/testíng model

was not only lacking team approach, but also excluded the need for

cooperation and communication amongst the team members. For example, the

following comments showed that the cooperative and communicative aspects of
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the team approach were necessary a.nd needed to be incorporated in the

referralltesting service detivery model:

1. "More conta.ct between the ieacher and school psychologist is

needed. Conversation between the teacher and school psychologist

is needed,"

2. "There needs to be a sharinE session between the teacher and school

psychologist."

3. "Very little discussion exists here, more communication is needed."

4. "This is an outside approach with no cooperation.',

As indicated in the above analysis, the data supported clearly the notion

that, in a given sítuation, when teachers perceived an increased sense of

involvement, they would have an increased acceptance of the particular service

delivery model. This content analysis provided additional support for the

hypothesis, indicating that there was a positive correlation between the

teachers'perceived sense of involvement and theír degree of acceptance of the

service delivery model.

Twelve teachers volunteered interviews (refer to Appendix E) with the

researcher. Since the researcher considered this number of interviews to be

manageable, all 12 teachers were interviewed by the researcher. The

subsequent discussion of the interview data was based on the aggregated

interview data (refer to AppendiN E, section 1). Although the interviews were

Iimited in number and the interviewees were not necessarily representative of

the larger group of participants in this study, their comments were nevertheless

instructive. After reviewing the interview data, 58% (n=7) of the interviewees

indicated they had experienced the referral/testing n'lodel more frequen¡,v in the
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schools than the school-based consultation service delivery model. According

to three interviewees (T4, T8, T12), because of the lack of psychological

servíces in the rural areas, many school psychologists have practised the

referralltesting model which was considered to be less time-consuming than the

school-based consultation model. hlowever, these interviewees stated that

much of this referral/testíng exposure was considered to be negative,

ineffeciive, and frustrating. Although some of the teachers' responses reflected

personality difticulties with the school psychologists, marìy of these negative

comments were stated by all of the teachers interviewed (n=12). For example,

one teacher (T8) commented That, in his opinion, the school psychologist

practising the referralltesting model seemed to be uncomfortable observing in

the classroom, was lacking in knowledge about the school system, and

consequently offered ineffective information. Because of the lack of classroom

contact allowed by the referral/testing model, two interviewees (TB, T9) felt ihat

rnuch salient information was not included in the school psychologists'

assessments, which in their opiníon, led to ineffective intervention.

All 12 of the interview participants indicated a preference for the school-

based consultation model. Sorne of the positive aspects ídentified by the

teachers in this model were the high level of teacher involvement, the use of a

team approach, the close classroom contact by school psychologists, and the

constant need for ongoing follow-up, that is, the need to monitor and adjust

developed programs. As indicated by the following responses, most of the

interviewees felt there was a need for some degree of teacher involvement over

the entire assessment procedure:
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1. "The teacher knows the student the best and iherefore should be

involved with recommendation development"(T1 ).

2. "The teacher can off er valuable information that can direct the

assessment process' (T2).

3. "Teacher-input is important for the success in working through the

situation" (T9).

The tea.chers staied that, through the pre- and post-assessment discussions, the

school-hased consultation model had provided the opportunity for teacher

involvement and, consequently, had become a preferable choice of service

delivery models.

Anoiher strength of the collaborative model, as indicated by the teachers,

was that school-based consultation services offered a team approach. As

expressed by one teacher (T6),'with this model, teachers and school

psychologists are able to share ideas with each other and, therefore, expand

their knowledge about the particular case." According to six interviewees,

working together and problem awareness by both professionals were

considered to be important and beneficial aspects of the colfaborative model

since this led to more positive outcomes.

Throughout the interviews, the participants indicated ihat sharing

information and developing an awareness of each others'view or

understanding of the particular problem could not occur without the school

psychologist's close contact with the classroom situation. According to one

teacher (TB), the school psychologist was required to have some level of

awareness of the classroom environment in order to develop a sense, not only

of the students, but also of the teaching style. Specificallv, the teacher (Tg)
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commented, "With this awarenes$, the school psychotogist ís better equipped to

collaborate with the teacher." Classroom contact was also considered

necessary in order for the school psychologist to provide effective consuliation.

One interviÐwee (T9) explaíned, "Teachers want information about

methodology and teaching strategíes, therefore, school psychologists must be

knowledgeable in this area. By spending time in ihe classroom, they are able to

offer some advice within this area."

The interview data indicated that the interviewees (n=4) believed that a

system of constant monitoring and program adjusting was necessary for any

program to be effective. Further, the interviewees expressed that they needed

some assurance that this monitoríng and review process would be continual, as

well as an assurance of a continued commitment from all of the professionals.

According to one teacher (TB), commitment and follow-up measures were

important factors since "they provide a projection into the future. By looking

ahead two to three weeks in time, the school psychologist conveys to the

teacher that program rnonitoring and follow-up will be practised on a continual

basis."

One aspect, repeatedly stressed, was the need for a high degree of

ieacher-input within the problem-solving process. By being involved at pre- and

post-assessment discussions with the school psychologist, the teacher had an

opportunity to provide observational and academic data gathered in the

classroom envíronmer¡t. According to half of the interviewees (n=6), much of

the program's interventions would be ineffective or nonapplicable in the

cf assroom setting without the teacher-input at the recommendations

development stage.
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Despite the claim that the school-based consultation model required an

excessive amount of teacher-time, five interviewees felt that the time spent

collaborating with the other team members was not only necessary, but also

unavoidable. ln fact, one teacher (T10) claimed that this approach rnay actually

be more time-saving in the long run than the referral/testing model by indicating

that "ínitially the team n'lembers may spend a lot of time in collaborative

meetings; however, this may be actually time-efficient since it guaranteed the

establishment of effective programs." These teachers further commented that

they valued the opportunity to share information and participate in the

collaborative process. To them, this participation and input was an essential

aspect of the assessment procedure, especially at the recommendation

development stage. As commented frequently throughout the interviews (n=6),

when teachers contribute to the development of recommendations they

developed a sense of ownership to those recommendations and, thus, are

committed to them at the implementation stage.

ln comparing the content analysis of the interviews to that of the data

analysis of the survey comments, it can be seen that hoth sets of data concurred

in being congruent with the hypothesis of thís study, that there was a positive

correlation between the teachers' perceived sense of involvement and their

degree of acceptance of the service delivery model. As indicated by both sets

of qualítative data, the school-based consultation model was accepted by most

of the teachers since, in their opinion, this model provided teachers more

opportunities for involvement in the problem-solving process than the

referral/testing model. Consistent with this finding, it was also concluded that

throughout the data the lack of teacher-input and a team approach within the
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referral/iesting model contributed to the decreased interest of the participants in

this study for that model. As stated so succinctly by one interviewee (T1), "[t is

important that teachers have a good sen$e of involvement. When t am told to

do things that f have had no input in (developing) [ am not comfortable with it

(the situation) and probably would resist (at the implementation stage)."

ÐãsaussãCIm

This investigation examined one variable of teachers' perceived sense of

involvement as related to teachers' acceptance of school psychological service

delivery models, specifically, the school-based consultation model and the

referral/testíng model. The results of this study demonstrated that, in a given

situation, when teachers perceived a high sense of involvement in the problem-

solvinE process they would have a higher degree of acceptance of the

corresponding service delivery model. According to the results, there was a

strong correlational relationship between teachers' perceptions of involvement

regarding a particular problem and their acceptance of the school-based

consultation service delivery model.

School-based consultation is regarded by many as promoting the

enhancemeni of a professional relationship where sharing of responsibility in

planning, assessment, decision-making, and probtem solving are part of the

process (Conoley & Gutkin, 1986; Curtis & h/eyers, 1988; Elliott & Sheridan,

1992; ldol, Paolucci-whitcomb & hlevin, 1987). ÂccordÍng to the results,

teachers were more likely to develop an internal sense of involvement when

participating in this type of service delivery model than when they participated in

a referral model context.
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Within the team of professionals, classroom teachers must be equal

partners in the problem-solving process. Further, such teaming must be

predicated on collaborative relationships and not on formal bureaucratic

procedures (Fugach & Johnson, 1989). As indicaied by the subjects, teachers

are prepared to participate in problem solving and are able to offer valuable

information to this process. f n fact, many teachers indicated that they are more

likely to implement a recommendation which they assisted in developing rather

than the one that was developed without their assistance. Because the

referral/iesting model has not provided teachers with the opportunity to have ân

adequate level of involvement over the problem-solving process, in particular

the recommendations-development stage, teachers tended to have a low

degree of acceptance of this model.

According to the teachers' evaluations, the school-based consuliation

scenarios provided teachers with a high degree of involvement in the entire

assessment procedure. As stated by the social learning theory, beliefs

regarding environmental controllability and self-efficacy tend to be products of a

reciprocal relationship (Bandura & Wood, 1g8g). ln other words, when people

believed the envíronment is controllable, this led to increased perceptions of

self-efficacy, and this enhanced their success. ln turn, this experience of

success provided further validation regarding perceptions of self-efficacy and

beliefs of environmental controllab¡lity. Several teachers commented that when

a service delit¡ery model, like school-based consultation, incorporated a

significant level of teacher-involvement, ihere was an increased chance of

achieving success. For example, when teachers were considered to be viable
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contributors in the design of an intervention plan, the outcome was the

development of effective recornmendations.

Similar to self-efficacy research (Bandura, 1982; tsandura & Wood,

1989), ihe resufts of the present study showed that when teachers were

provided with the necessary level of involvement and, consequently,

experienced increasing perceptions of self-efficacy, they were more willing to

contribute their full capabilities as educators. !n order for a collaborative ¡nodel

to be considered effective, all members must be fully active and willing

participants within the decision-making team (Pugach & Johnson, 19Bg). This

research showed that because the school-based consultation model promoted

teacher-involvement, it could be regarded by teachers as a favourable and

successful approach in dealing with classroom difficulties.

Lfi mEtaÉEoms æe¡d Fa¡nthen Reseas'cåt

One limitation, which was also identified in the study conducted by

Gutkin and l-lickman (1988), pertained to the nature of the self-report survey.

As this study investigated subjects' expressed perceptions and not their actual

behaviours, the findings are limited to these self-reports. A second limitation

was the restricted sampling of the problem scenarios of the service delivery

models. Because the research was limited to teachers reaction to only two

scenarios, these scenarios may not be adequately sampling the domain of

problem scenarios representing the two service delivery models. Finally, since

the sample consisted of only teachers from three rural filanitoba school

divisions, it may have not been representative of all teachers in Manitoba or

elsewhere. Any generalization of the results should be used with caution.
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It would be worthwhile for further research contributions to concenirate

on the relationship between the eNpressed attitudes and observed behaviours

of teachers regarding acceptance of psychological services. By conducting a

survey and then observing team meetings beiween ieachers and school

psychologists, future researchers would be able to investigate the extent io

which teachers' reported attitudes actually reflected their behaviours. Another

suggestion for further research concerns the systematic samplinE of problem

domains and of teacher population. Therefore, any generalization of the

present results should be done with caution.

ÇomcEusEom

The school-based consultation approach was f ound as a more

acceptable service to teachers than the referrat/testing model. Two consistent

thernes identif ied by the teachers were (a) teacher-input, and (b) team

approach. Teachers considered these themes to be necessary aspects of a

preferable psychological service delivery model.

By offering teachers a significant degree of input, psychological service

deliveny models, like school-based consultation, provided teachers with a

certain sense of satisfaction. ln particular, teachers may feel that through

contributing iheir expertise they become useful and necessary participants of

the assessment team. According to the teacher-participants, through the

contribution of their knowledge and skills, teachers will develop more

commitment to the assessment ouicome than they will if they are not offered this

teacher-input. As evidenced by their statements, many teachers comment that

this need for input and, consequenily, commitment is esÞecially important at the
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recommendations-development stage. Eecause teachers are able to offer

valuable informaiion based on daily classroom observations, any

recommendatior¡s developed through the use of this knowledge are viewed as

applicable and effective.

The presence of a team approach is the second feature of a service

delivery model that teachers consider to be essential. Effective team

performance depends on each member's ability to show respect for, listen to,

learn from, and give credit to each member's contributions. tsy communicating

and cooperating, teachers and school psychologists are able to achieve

effective results. Service delivery models that provide opportunities for a team

approach are viewed by teachers a$ acceptable since they involve two

components (a) parity and, (b) equality. According to research, parity is

demonstrated when each team member's skills and knowledge are bfended

with the different skills and knowledge of other team members (ldol, Paolucci-

Whitcomb, & Nevin, 1987j; whereas, equality is considered to be demonstrated

when each member listens, respects, and learns from the other member's input.

-['he most desirable outcome of implementing collaborative models, llke school-

based consultation, is to provide comprehensive and effective programs. When

suffícient attention is directed toward relationship variables such as parity and

equality, the result is an effective service delivery model operating within a team

framework.

Since the variables, teacher-input and team approach, are províded by

the school-based consultaiion model, teachers indicate a higher acceptance of

that model than of other ¡nodels like referral/testing services. tsy offering

teachers opportunities to have input in the assessment process and to
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participate as team members, teachers experience a significantly high degree

of involvement throughout the assessment procedure. As evident fronr the

comments provided by the teacher-participants, it is this high degree of

involvement that makes the school-based consultation model more acceptable

than the referral/testing model.

Although there may be several explanations as to why indivlduals desire

environmental controllability, social learning theory research states that such

environmental controllability fosters individuals' personal efficacies which, in

turn, enhances their likelihood of success (Bandura & Wood, 1989). Further,

the stronger the perceíved self-efficacy, the higher are the goals that individuals

set for themselves and the firmer is their commitment to those goals. According

to Bandura (1989), perceived self-efficacy can play a hlEhly influential role on

the individual's levels of motivation. As individuals eNercise strong beliefs of

self-efficacy, they are more motivated to undertake challenges, expend more

effort in the endeavour, and persevere in the face of difficulties. This influential

role of self-efficacy is especially notable in the teachers' comments and

interviews. Several teachers state that unless they had some involvement over

the problem-solving process, they are less willing to contríbute at the

implementation stage. As viewed by teachers, service delivery models, like

school-based consultation which provide teachers with active participation, are

more likely to achieve success since such models encourage teachers'

motivation and commitment.
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APPENDIX A

VERSION A

Section -X

For the purpose of this study, it would be helpful to have the following
information. For reasons of confidentiâlity, please do not include your name on
this form.

1.
2.

'J.
4.

5.

12
high degree

of participation

Section 2

male 

- 

female
grade
years of teaching experience __
l-lave you had any previous experience working with a school
psychologist. Yes_ no_
lf yes, indicate your sense of active participation with the school
psychologist in developing a solution for a particular classroom
problem referred by you. (Circle appropriate number)

3
moderate
degree of

participation

45
Iow degree

of participation

Please read the following scenarios and respond to the questions following
each scenario.

1. frfirs. Smith, a fourth grade teacher, was concer¡red about one of her students.
John, who was showing some inappropriate behaviours (hitting and kicking)
in th e classroom and on the playground. Following the school
psychologist's periodic visit to her classroom, Mrs. Smith notified the school
psychologist regarding her concerns about John's behaviour. After briefly
describing John's behaviour in the classroom, Mrs. Smith and the school
psychologist decided to meet at a later date to discuss how they could help
John reduce his aggression. During their discussion, Mrs. Smith explained
to the school psychologist that John has frequently displayed anger towards
his classmates and has had a difficult time controlling his temper. According
to her observations, John can become easily agitated, especially wheñ
things do not go his way. !t was agreed that the school psychologisi woutd
observe John in the classroom and on the playgrou¡nd, and latervisít with
him in order to obtain an understanding of his aggression. At the end of a
two week period, Mrs. Smith and the school psychologist shared their
information abaut John and concluded that he was having difficulties
expressing his anger ín a more socially acceptable way. During their
ciiscussíon, they íeit that John's lack of social skills may contribute to his
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difficulties in judging which types of behaviours are acceptable and which
types are not acceptable at school. when discussing possible
recomn'ìendations, the school psychologist asked Mrs. Snnith if she
considered it advantageous for John to be introduced to some anger
management techníques and whether or not this instruction would be
conducive to her classroom environment. Although Ír/lrs. Smith agreed that
John needed to experience some anger management training, she felt that
the instruction should occur in both a group setting (conducted by herself
during class time) and in a one-on-one situation involving John a.nd the
schoof psychologist. During a follow-up meeting scheduled ihree weeks
after instruction, ftñrs. Smith and the school psychologist found that John's
aggressive behaviour was noi decreasing. They then decided that along
with the continuation of anger management instruction, the development of
further recommendatíons were necessary in order to help John deal with his
anger.

when responding to the following questions, så,åpp6se t&"oat your are the
cåassr@@üt? &eaehcr described in the scenario. (Circle the appropriate number)

1. How much, if at all, does the information in the scenario provlde you with a
sense of involvement in the identification of the problem?

2. l-low much, íf at all, does the information in the scenario províde you with a
sense of involvement during the assessment procedure?

12
hígh degree

of participation

12
low degree

of padicipation

12
hEgh degree

of participation

3
moderate
degree of

participation

34
moderate
degree of

participation

3
moderate
degree of

partícipation

45
{ow degree

of participation

5
üa{Eh degree

of participation

4b
low degree

of participation

3. I-'low much, if at all, does the information in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvement in developing the recommendations?

4. [-{ow much, if at all, does the information in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvement by utilizing your knowledge and skills?
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5. CIverall, to what degree did you feel invofved in the
resolving the classroom problem?

[ow degree
of participaiion

12
higlr degree

of parlicipation

6. Overall, io what extent do
classroom problem?

12
Strongly agree

moderate
degree of

particípation

34
moderate
degree of

participation

&aig&i degree
o{ participation

entire process when

ÉU

low degree
of pariicipation

5
Strongly
disagree

response to the

you agree with the approach used in resrlving the

ln the following space, please explain and/or elaborate on your
above question:

2. David, one of the students in h/rs. Thompson's grade 2 classroom, was
showing difficulties staying on task and completing his assignments.
Because of her concerns for David's lack of attention, Mrs. Thompson
notified the school psychologist. After an assessment was completed by the
school psychologist, which included a battery of tests and a classroom
observation, the school psycholog¡st concluded that David did have
attentional difficulties. According to the results f rom the classroom
observation, David showed that he had difficulties staying on task and that
was easily distracted. Since the cognítive assessment showed David as
having average cognitive abilities, the recommendations that were
developed by the school psychologist focused on reducíng any possible
classroom distractions which may have bee preventing David f rom
completing his work. One of the recommendations presented was removing
David f rom his usual work place to a more isolated and less distracting
envíronment. According to the school psychologist's report, it would be
advantageous for David to be seated at a table away f rom all of the
distractions in the classroom so that he could concentrate on completing his
school assignments. Three weeks after implementation, ftfirs. Thompson
reported to the school psychologist that David was showing rapid
improvements in attending to task, especially in his ability to remain on task
long enough to complete his work.

when responding to the following questions, supp@se that you are thc
cgassr@@m Ëeaehen in the scenario. (Gircle the appropriate number)
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1. h{ow much, if at all, does the information in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvemeni in the identífication of the problem?

hrgE'l degree of moderate ñow degree ofinvolvement 
,J""tJ:#å, involvement

2. I-{ow much, if at all, does the information in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvement during the assessment procedure?

[ow degree of moderate Ëa[gh degree ofinvorvemen' 
,,$?tJ:å:l_ involvement

3. l-'low much, if ât all, does the information in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvement in developing the recommendations?

high degree of moderate f,ow deEree ofinvolvemen, 
,^i""lJ:il|, invotvement

4. l'{ow much, if at all, does the information in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvement by utilizing your knowledge and skills?

üow degreo of moderate high degree ofinvolvement 
,;}-"tJ:ååå, 

iñvotvement

5. Overall, to what degree did you feel involved in the entire process when
resolving the classroom problern?

12345
hiEh degree of moderate Iow degree ofinvorvement 

,SitJ:åål, involvemeni

6. Overall, to what extent do you agree with the approach used in resolving the
classroom problem?

12345
Strongly agree Strongty

disagree

In the following space, please explain and/or elaborate on your response to the
above question:
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ln addition to the survey, I arn also providing you the opportunity to
voluntarily participate in an individual interview with me. -i-he interview will Eive
me the opportunity to acquire more information about your perspective
concerning school psychological services.

Although it would be an ideal opportunity to interview all teachers
requesting an interview, owing to time constraints, I will only be interviewing a
random sample of those who expressed interest in participating in an interview.

lf you are interested in participating in the interview, please fill in the
following information :

name
grade
school

Please tear off this forrn from the survey and place it in the designated box
located in the school office.

THANK YOU FCIR YOUR PARTICIPATION
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ÅPPFNDIX A

VERSION B

Section 1

For the purpose of th_is study, it would be helpful to have the follovuing
information. For reasons of confidentiality, please do not include your name on
this form.

1t.
2.
3.
4.

5.

male female
grade
years of teaching experience _--_
Have you had any previous experience working with a school
psychologist. Yes_ no_
lf yes, indicate your sense of active participa.tíon with the school
psychologist in developing a solution for a particular classroom
problem referred by you. (Circle appropriate number)

12
high degree

of pafticipation

3
moderate
degree of

participation

45
low degree

of participation

Section 2

Flease read the foltowing scenarios and respond to the questions following
each scenario.

1. tsobby, a grade four student in Mrs. .lones' class, was showing dífficulties
complying with the rules of the classroom. Mrs. Jones claimed-that Bobby
was often removed from the classroom because he had difficultíes listeninþ
to others and often showed aggressive behaviours (i.e., hitting unð
punching) toward his classmates when working in group situations. After the
school psychologist was notified about Bobbyis behaviour, the school
psychologist made several classroom visits, observing tsobby in group
settings and during classroom instruction. From the schãot psyänotõgist,'s
observations, it was concluded that Bobby acted aggressívely iñ the
classroom because he showed a lack of understandinþ-for more 

-socially

acceptable ways in dealing with his anger and frustrãt¡on. The school
psychologist recommended to Mrs. Jones that her approach to Bobby in the
classroom must be supportive, that more structure and individúalized
direction should be provided, and that Bobby should receive one-on-one
instruction regarding anger management techniques. Three weeks after
implementing the recommendations, Mrs. Jones iound no irnprovement in
Bobby's classroom behaviour. After speaking with the school psychologist,
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12
Strongly agree

TJ

Strongly
disagree

ln the following space, please explaín and/or elaborate on your response to the
above question:

2. ln her grade 2 classroom, Mrs. Robinson noticed that one of her students,
Scott, was having problems starting work, staying on task for any sígnificant
period of time, and remaining seated in his desk. According to her
observations, Scott spent more time walking around the classroom,
sharpening his pencils, and visiting with fellow classmates than working on
class assignments. During a periodic visit to the classroom, the scñool
psychologist also noticed that Scott was having difficulties attending to task
and completing his work. After voicing their concerns to each other about
Scott, the two professionals decíded that an estimate of Scott's on-task
behaviour was required in order to see how much time he actually devoted
towards school work. Through the various observations made by Mrs.
Robinson and the school psychologist, it was concluded that Scott's time-on-
task behaviour was only 1Bo/o. According to iheir observational
comparisons, Scott appeared to show difficulties attending to tasks requiring
independent working skills (i.e., journal writing, silent reading). when
discussing possible recommendations, Mrs. Robinson stated that she was
unhappy with Scott's present seating arrangement in the classroom because
it offered him too many opportunities to visit with his classmates. The school
psychologist agreed with her that the seating arrangement was a
disadvantage for Scott and also suggested that another difficulty may be that
Scott's seat was next to the open doorway which may have presented him
with many distractions. This observation further convinced Mrs. Robinson
that the seating arrangement definitely had to be changed. ln discussing
several seating options, it was decided that Scott would be removed from hié
usual t¡rork station during independent tasks to a more ísolated and less
distracting environment, such as a table positioned away from the doorway.
Three weeks after the new seating arrangement, the school psychologist
visited the classroom and noticed that Scott was working well on his own
and asked Mrs. Robinson if she found Scott's on-task behaviour to be
ímproving. Consistent with the school psychologist's observation, ft/rs.
Robinson stated that the new seating arrangement was working very
satisfactory since Scott has consistently shown an ability to stay on tast< ton[¡
enough to complete his asslgnments.

when responding to the followinE questions, supp@se Ëhat yøu ane the
cåassroem teaaher in the scenario. (circle the appropriate number)

i. l-'low much, if at all, does the information in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvement in the identification of the problem?
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12345
hlgh deEree of moderate Eow degree of
involvernent degree of involvement

involvement

2. F{ow much, if at äll, fl6es the information in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvement during the assessment procedure?

12345
8ow degree of moderate higBr degree of
involvemen' 

,;}."tJ:å:[, 
involvement

3. I-{ow much, if at all, does the information in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvement In developing the recommendations?

12345
&n!g[a degree of moderate low degree ofinvolvement 

,"$""yJ3åå1, invotvemenr

4. h{ow much, if at all, does the informat¡on in the scenario provide you with a
sense of involvement by utilizing your knowledge and skills?

12345
[ow degree of moderate hlg[r degree ofinvolvement 

,"i?tJ:il|, involvement

5. Overall, to what degree did you feel involved in the entire process when
resolving the classroom problem?

12345
[aiEh degree of moderate [ow degree ofinvolvement 

,,$""iJ:å:|, invotvemenr

6. Overall, to what extent do you agree with the approach used in resolving the
classroom problem?

12345
Strongly agree Strongly

disagree

ln the following space, please explain and/or elaborate on your response to the
above question:

In addition to the survey, I am also províding you the opportuníty to
r¡nlt lrrtarilt¡ nanfinin¡fa in an in¡{irrirlr ral ínÈarrriarar rariltür mn 'l-f'ra r^+^.",ia.., .¡,in ^;.,^..J l-*. r¡r srr rrrvrervust ¡¡rrËr v19-vv vvr(rr rrlç, I rtç nil.çl vtE vv uulil glvlt
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me the opportunity to acquire more information about your perspective
concerning school psychological services.

Although it would be an ideal opportunity to intervieuv all teachers
requesting an interview, owing to time constraints, I wíll only be intervíewing a
random sample of those who expressed interest in participating in an interview.

lf you are interested in participating in the interview, please fill in the
following information :

name
grade
school

Please tear off this form from the survey and place it in the designated box
located in the school office.

THANK YOIJ FOR YOIJH PARTICIFAT¡ON
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APPËND[X ts

Dear Teacher:

To satisf y the requirements for my Master of Education (school
psychology) thesis, I am studying an aspect related to the effectiveness of
school psychological services in the school setting. lam requesting
approximately 40-60 minutes of your time to help me with this study.

School psychological services have undergone extensive changes over
recent years in order to meet the changing demands of its consumers (i.e.,
students, school personnel, parents, etc.). Although extensive and rapid
transformations have occurred in the service detivery there still remains
evidence that such services require further modifications in order to satisfy the
needs of its clientele.

This survey is totally anonymous and any lnformation obtained and
reported will be confidential and used only in the aggregate. At no time will any
information based on individual responses be identified or referred to in the
study. Only I and my adviser will have access to the raw data.

Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary, however, I would
realfy appreciate your input. Your feedback is very important in helping me to
complete an integral part of this study.

Please try to complete this survey by March 3rd, seal it in the envelope
provided, and return it to the designated box in the school office.

lf you have any questions about my research or would like to receive a
summary report of the general results of the study after its completion, please
feel free to contact me.

Tnc.ady Kotowsky

ThansË{ you for y@Eår c@ÕpcnatEom

Yours truly,
Trudy Kotowsky
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APPENDIX ç

INTERVIFW QUËSTIOhIS

1 . Of the two approaches described in the scenarios (school-based

consultation and referral/testing) which approach have you been exposed to

when required to participate in a Teacher/School Psychologist relationship?

2. Qî the two approaches, which one do you prefer to participate in?

3. what are your feelings about the particular approach you have chosen?

- Do you see this type of approach to be effective?

- Why or why not?

4. What are your feelings about the approach you do not support?

- Do you see this approach as effective in certain situations?

- Why or why not?

5. Of the approach that you prefer, do you feel comfortable with the degree of

involvement you have in the approach?

- if yes, why?

- if no, would you prefer more or less ínvolvemeni

6. ln regards to the approach you did not choose, do you prefer more or less

involvement?

- why?

7 - From your experience in deafing with School Fsychologícal Servíces, do you

prefer to talk about problems and become actively involved in developinE

solutions to problem situations?

- Why or why not?

B. On the average, do you feel that School Psychologists prepare teachers

adequately enough to participate in the a.ssessment procedure?
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- lf yes, why?

- [f no, what things would you feel needs to be addressed in order to prepare

Teachers for the assessment process.

9. ln regards to the survey, do you believe that the survey scenarios

adequately depict the two different types of service delivery models?

- Why or why not?

10. Did the questions following each scenario adequately measure Teachers'

degree of involvement?

- Why or why not?

1 1. Ðo you have any suggestions that could improve the instruments' ability to

assess Teachers' involvement?
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APPENDlX D

136
surveys
returned

104
teachers
responded to
question #6

128
comments
pertaining to
proÇess

67
comments
pertaining to
recommendations

61
comments related
to the teacher-input
theme

128
comments
pertaining
to process

67
comments related
to the team
approach theme
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APPET{DIX E

SECTIÐN 1

SI.,'MMARY OF INTERVIEWEË COHdMENTS

(T'n = teacher interviewee)

T1 - Teachers need to be involved at the recommendations development stage

- ieachers develop ownership to recommendations they developed

T2 - teachers need to be involved in recommendations development stage

- teachers develop ownership to recommendations ihey developed

- teacher and school psychologist work together on the collaborative model

Te - ieachers need to be involved at the recommendations development stage

T4 - teachers need to be involved at the recommendations development stage

- teacher and school psychologísts work together in the collaborative model

T5 - teachers and school psychologists work together in the collaborative model

- teachers need to be involved at recommendations development stage

- teachers develop owrrership to recommendations they develop

- there needs to be continual follow-up measures

- time spent collaborating is worth the effort

T6 - sharing ideas with each other is important

- there neecjs to be continual follow-up measures

T7 - teachers need to be involved ât the recommendations development stage

- sharing ideas wíth each other is important

- teachers and school psychologísts work together in the collaborative model

T6 - teachers need to be involved at the recommendations development stage.

- teachers develop ownership to the recommendations they develop.

- teachers and school psychologists need to sl"rare information
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- school psychologists need to make the classroom contact more frequently

- there needs to be continual follow-up measures

Ts - Teachers develop ownership to recommendations they develop

- the school psychologists need to rnake the clasrroom contact more

f requently.

- teachers and school psychologists work together in the collaborative model

- time spent collaborating is worth the effort

Tro - teachers and school psychologists need to share information

- important that teachers and school psychologists develop an awareness of

each other's view of the problem

- time spent collaborating is worth the effort

T11 - teachers develop ownership to the recommendations they develop

- ieachers and school psychologists work together in the collaborative model

- time spent collaborating is worth the effort

Tlz - teachers need to be involved at recommendations development stage

- there needs to be continual follow-up measures

- time spent collaborating is worth the effort.
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APFEIUDIXE-SECTIOru2

INITERVIEW #1

Female Teacher - Grade 4

1. I have only been involved briefly wiih school psychology and this
involvement was a referral/testing approach. lt really wasn't a positive
experience. I contacted school psychological services in September but
never got any type of response until June, when the school psychologist
came in to the class and removed the student for testing. I never saw any
report from the assessment.

2. I believe collaboration is very important. The teacher knows the student
the best and therefore should be involved with recommendation
development.

3. lt's a very effective approach. Collaborating and exchanging information
between the two professionals (teacher and school psychologist) is
necessary.

4. Referral/testing tends to leave out information that teachers can bring into
the assessment procedure. Teachers observations may be more
applicable than testing.

5. lt is Ímportant that a teacher has good sense of involvement. lt's important
that the teacher is involved in the brainstorming of recommendation
development. Another thing that's important is the issue of ownership.
When I am told to do things that I have no input in I am not comfortabfe with
it and probably will resist implementing the recommendation. The teacher
needs to be respected as a professional, in essence, we are all
professionals in our CIwn domains.

6. fr/ore involvement is necessary. As I said previously the teacher knows the
child the best and knows what will work and what won't. lt only makes
sense for teachers to have input throughout assessment.

7. I prefer to talk about the problems and be an active member in developing
a solution. When the teacher is involved then this guarantees that the
recommendations are applicable.

8. I only had one experience and it was not positive. I believe teachers can
participate in a collaborative model. Especially if they have taken further
courses in the areas, like counselling and special education. lnservicing
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also offers workshops which prepa.re teachers as collaborative partic¡pants
{i.e., peer coaching).

Survey

9.. Do the scenarios depict two models?
- Yes, they were rrery well spelled out.

10. Do the questions assess teacher involvement?
- Yes, they covered all areas.

11. Any suggestions?
- Not really, it was a well thought out survey.
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INTERVIEW #2

Female Teacher - Grade 2

1. lparticipated in both school-based consultation and referrat/testing
models.

2. i prefer the collaborative model. tfínd ít necessary that the school
psychologist discuss the student with the teacher and that the school
psychologist values ihe teacher's input. tt is important that the teacher's
information is used when makinE decisions. lt is also important that the
school psychologist observes the child in the classroom. lt's more valuable
if the school psychologist and the teacher work together. The teacher can
tell the school psychologist a lot of information if the school psychologist
listens and values the teacher's ínput.

3. The collaborative method includes everything. lt involves testing if
necessary. The important thing is that during the pre-assessment
discussion the teacher can offer valuable ínformation that will direct the
assessment process. The teacher and the school psychologist choose
which method(s) of assessment will occur. This saves time.

4. There are times when the referral/testing approach can be effective, like
when there is a need for an intellectual assessment. Sometimes testing is
important.

5. The school-based consultation model provides teachers with an adequate
level of involvement. Sometimes time may play a factor which can hurt the
process. !-lowever teachers' input is necessary.

6. The referral/testing model gives teachers little input. Some teachers may
like less involvement because they might equate thís to givíng the problem
away, but you don't really give it away, you eventually have to deal with it
since you have to implement the recommendations. The school
psychologist may take the child out for testing but eventually the child
comes back. The school psychologist doesn't remove the child for good.
Therefore the teacher still has to deal with the problem in the end.

7. I do prefer to talk about the problems and develop recommendations.
Teachers know what methods (recommendations) work and which ones
don't. There is also the fact that the teacher would probabfy be more
positive about recommendations if they had developed them (ownership).

8. Time is a factor here, AlthouEh school-based consultation is a better
approach sometimes there isn't enough time to be involved with the school
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psychologíst on an individual basis. I have been involved in some
collaboration but time plays a m4ar negative factor.

Survey

9. îhe scenarios were very straight forward and easy to undersïand.

10. The questions did their job. I think they adequately assessed the teacher's
involvement. They covered all aspects of assessment procedure.

11. The response format was generally okay. I definitely re-read the questions
and scenarios. They reatly made you think. I didn't feel that the survey
consumed nnuch of my time. lfound it to be carefully crafted and
organized.
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¡NTERVIEW #3

flllale Teacher - Grade 5

1. I have only been involved with the referral/testing model.

2. I prefer the collaborative model.

3. Through collaboration the teacher has more influence over decisions
being made. The teacher works with the child daily and knows the child
the best.

4. The referral/testing model could be effective in some situations. For
eNample, if the child had a severe problem that the teacher was not able to
deal with then an outside agency may be more effective.

5. Yes, lthink the collaborative model offers an adequate degree of teacher-
involvement.

6. The referral/testÍng model, I feel, should offer the teacher more
involvement.

7. I prefer to be a part of identifying the problem and become an active
participant in developing situations.

B. I feel that school psychologists do prepare teachers for collaborating, but I

do think that time is a factor. There is not enough time in the school
schedule to allow for ideal collaboration.

Survey

9. I found the scenarios were clearly dífferent.

10. I think the questions adequately assessed the teacher's level of
involvement.

1 1. No suggestions reaf ly. The response format was a liitle confusing but ít
keeps people on their toes. I think the response format made me more
sensitive to the survey and more aware of what the questions were asking.
! didn't feel that time was an inhibiting factor at all. I think the survey;s
length was reasonable.
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IÍ{TERVIEW #4

flÍale Teacher - Grade 5

1. tr never had any type of contact with school psychology but I believe that
the type of services available in our school is the referral/test¡ng model.
tsecause of the limited time available for psychological servíces our school
is in the referral/testinE situation.

2. I prefer to participate in collaborative rnodels. lt is more beneficial for the
teacher since there is an opportunity to deal with the problem right away
and get more on track with the problem.

3. With the collaborative model the teacher can be very helpful. The teacher
can offer valuable information. lt is the teacher who observes the child in
the classroom and therefore knows what the child is like which enables the
teacher to offer some information that will help develop some type of
solution.

4. The referral/testing ¡"nodel can be effective in certain situations such as
when the student has a problenn that the teacher has no idea how io
handle. The school psychologist may have some constructive ideas after
doing testing which the teacher had not considered. The testing may find a
particular difficulty which may be causing the problem.

5. Yes, the collaborative model offers teachers a good degree of involvement.
The more the better.

6. The referral/testing should offer teachers more involvement. There just
isn't enough contact between the school psychologist and the teacher for
this model to have some type of effect.

7. Yes, I prefer to identify the problem but only with the school psychologist's
help. I don't think that the teacher should have the responsibiliiy of
identifying problems by him/herself . The teacher and the schoot
psychologist should work together, brainstorm for ideas, develop
recommendatíons and implement them.

L No. I really don't think much collaboration Ís done in order for the teacher
to develop the skills. tsut I do think that teachers can do it. They can learn
skills through their education backgrounds, experiences they have had
with teachíng situations. I believe that teachers who are looking for a
challenge (like me) can acquire the skills. lnservicing also may provide
some opportunities to develop the skills. I would prefer to have informal
discussions with the school psychologists to brainstorm for ideas, come up
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with some strategles, try them ouï and if they don't work, then get back with
the school psychologist and brainstorm again,

Survey

9. Í think the scenarios described good and useful situations. They described
the two models.

10. ithink the questions did Gover all aspects that an individual would be
involved in.

11. I didn't mind the survey. I found it interesting. The scenarios were
important. I appreciated reading the scenarios and Eetting ideas f rom
them. Because I never have been involved in the coflaborative model, I

can get ideas on how it works. I found that the tíme wasn't a factor. I also
thought that the comment section gave teachers opportunities to share
anything that was missing in the scenarios. lt is here where the Teacher
has a chance to put down any suggestions. I think this is good.
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INTERVIEW #5

Female Teacher - Resource

1. I have been exposed to both the referral/testing model and the
collaborative model. The basic format in our school is that after testing we
usually coffaborate. lt's a combination of the two models.

2&3 I prefer a collaborative model. l think pre-meetíng and sharing assessment
information is important, also sharing observation ideas. The more the
teacher and the school psychologist work together the better. lt works best
for both. lt gives the school psychologist more information to direct the
assessment. Talking with the teacher can give the school psychologist a
feeling of what they are dealing with.

4. With the referral/testing model, the school psychologist comes in and does
the testing and then gives a report. I'm really not happy with this. I feet that
the teacher input is necessary.

5. I think the teacher needs to be involved but you also have to be careful not
to waste their time. Sometimes meetings can get a little carried away and
become off topic. But the teachers need to be involved or else tney may
not implement the recommendations. lf they aren't part of developin!
recommendations they might resist the recommendations.

6. There are some situations where referral/testing may be effective. lf the
teacher is just looking for information from test results then the level of
teacher involvement offered by the referral/testing model may be okay.

7. I like to be part of the problem identífication and to develop solutions.

B. I think teachers are adequately prepared but sometimes they are not
aware of the collaborative process. They do have the potentiai to be an
active participant but the resource teacher and the school psychologist
must ensure the teacher how things work in the collaborative modeiso
they know how to participate. lts the "unknown" which may inhibit teachers
to be active rnembers.

Survey

9. I could tell there was a difference between the two models.

10. I found that the questions covered everything.



11. The survey was an adequate length.
teachers hate to do tengthy surveys"
good.
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That's irnportant because sometimes
The time requíred to do this one was
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INTERVIEW #6

Fernale Teacher - Resource

1. I have been involved with the referral/testing model. This is whai is
presently occurring in our school. I also have participated in the school-
based consultatíon model with the previous school psychologist.

2&3 I prefer the collaborative model. The results were so much more evident.
With this model the teachers and the school psychologist are able to share
ideas with each other, and therefore, eNpand their knowledge about a
particular case. This model really is beneficial to the student.

4. I can't really see the referral/testing model being effective. Unless the
teacher has involvement, it's hard to take ownership of recommendations
and say that the teacher will see it through to the end. I guess, as a last
resort, the referraf/testing model could be effective if everything else has
been done.

5. I think the level of involvement required by teachers Ín the collaborative
model is adequate. lf the teacher is concerned about the time element, the
resource teacher can step in as a middle man between the teacher and the
school psychologist. The resource teacher can relay messages between
the teacher and the school psychologist. l'{owever, no matter what, it is
essential for the teacher to be involved throughout.

6. There needs to be more teacher-involvement in the referral/testing model.
There needs to be teacher-school psychologist discussions about
recommendatÍons to see if they are applicable in the classroom. There
also should be follow-up which must be consistent.

7. Yes, I prefer to be actively ínvolved. [t's necessary for the teacher to offer
some input of identifying the problem and coming up with possible
solutions.

B. No, ! don't believe the school psychological servíces, here anyways,
prepares teachers to participate in collaborative models. I do believe the
teachers can do this, but it is up to the school psychologist to set the stage.
The school psychologist can draw so much effective and important
information from the teachers and I believe in our school this doesn't occur.

Survey

9. Yes, the scenarios were very clear, there was a difference between them.

10. The quesiions adequately assessed teachers level of involvement.



11.
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I especially liked the response format. lt made you think clearer. I thought
it was a really neat idea.
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¡NTERVIEW #7

Female Teacher - Grade 2

1. I have participated ín the schoot-based consultative collaborative model.
We discuss things before the assessment begins and share relevani
information to develop possible remedies.

2&3 I prefer the collaborative model. The school psychologist needs all the
information f rom the teacher in order for the assessment to be valuable.
Each professional sees the child in a different way. The teacher has a part
of the picture that the school psychologist needs in order to see the whole.

4. There may be a very limited situation where tho referral/testing model may
be effective. For example, if a child is extremely withdrawn and shy.
Everyone sees the child in the same way when they observe the child in
the classroom; however, once the school psychologist sees the child on a
one-to-one basis the child may act differently. Then I guess in this case the
school psychologist has a different piece of information.

5. Yes, it's vital that the teacher is involved. Time is an essence and can pose
a problem. However, in my case I have been involved in a number of
collaborative meetings. The extra meetings can be overwhelming, but my
school provldes me sub time. Without the sub time the collaborating may
be a negative experience to me.

6" ln regards to the referral/testing model, in some cases where the teacher
writes a referral and outlines the problern thoroughly, then I think that the
level of teacher-involvement ís accurate.

7. Yes, lfeel that it's important not only to be a part of developing
recommendations but also to fisten to what the school psychologist has
suggested and to offer your ideas.

B. Yes, if there is an adequate amount of time where the school psychologist
explains to the teacher what collaboration is. 'fi'eachers are exposed to the
collaborative model through other encounters such as team teaching and
peer coaching. I have observed in classrooms and offered suggestions to
other teachers and I have also had observers come in and offer advice. As
an observer you develop a keen sense and as the teacher being observed
you get valuable information.

With school psychologists, I think it is important that school psychologists
are not judgmental, especially when they make suggestions to improve
your classroom. This is difficult to take because school psychologists
really only have one situation to draw from when making the classroom
suggestions.
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Survey

g. Yes, I could recognize the difference.

10. Yes, the questions were good.

1 1. Really no suEgestions, I felt the survey was not time consuming at all and
the response format was acceptable.
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INTERVIEW #8

Male teacher - Resource

1. I had both experiences in the school. ln the collaborative model, the
school psychologist was involved with the classroom. She did a lot of
observations and was very attuned to the collaborative model. She
realized that observations were just as important as formal assessments
(testing). She had a lot of knowledge about the school system and had a
sense about how the teacher operâtes, since the teacher operates in a
unique f ashion. I f ound this approach to be more helpf ul. T'he
suggestions, recommendations, and the amount of discussions with the
staff were atl important aspects which led to more detailed and practical
solutions.

We also have experÍenced the formal assessment approach
(referral/testing mode). I found that the school psychologist was less
comfortable with observing in the classroom, less knowledgeable with the
school system, and therefore, the consequence was that the school
psychologist was less helpful. With no background and understanding
about the classroom, the school psychologist is unable to offer effective
information.

2. I prefer the collaborative model. The attraction to this rnodel is the
openness. The school psychologist has an awareness of the teacher and
the classroom environment.

3. The school psychologist spends time observing, getting a sense of the
child and a sense of the teaching style. Then with this awareness the
school psychologist is better equipped to collaborate with the teacher. The
two professionals are attuned to one another. The school psychologist
knows what is happening in the classroom and is able to discuss this
aspect with the teacher.

4. The referral/testing approach confirms teacher's speculations. Teachers
need confirmation that their hunches about a particular child is correct.
Another useful aspect for this model is in the area of funding. ln order to
get funding you need evidence (facts and figures), you need more than just
a feeling. sometimes the fastest way to get this is through the
referral/testing approach where testing is occurring for the purpose of
f unding.

5. The referral/testing approach is limited. You don't really know what it is
telling the teacher. !t really depends on how the results are presented.
But, a major disadvantage is the lack of control in the classroom.
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6. Follow-up is important. In the school based consultation model there tends
to be a commitment to the child. lt provides a projection into the future. tsy
looking ahead 2-3 weeks in time, the school psychologist conveys to the
teacher that program monitorinE and follow-up wilt be practiced on a
continual basis.

7. The teacher is more inclined to implement recommendations that they
were involved in. There is the feeling that the teacher's voice has been
heard. When teachers feel that their input has been appreciated they are
more likely to implement. There is resistance from teachers when the
school psychologíst's services are lagged, especially when the reports
come in months and months after the assessment. There is a feeling that
ihe hetp wifl never come. lt's a hopeless feeling.

B. The attitude here is that there isn't much preparation for teachers to
participate in collaborative processes. Some teachers view schoof
psychologists as eNperts who should know what to do. This could be a
reflection of not knowinE what the role of school psychology is in the
schools. But there still is that feeling that teachers only have part of the
answers. With the prevíous school psychofogist there was brainstorming.
The teachers participated in this. The school psychologist knew how to
draw out information from the teachers, that is important.

hlo, not many teachers are prepared to collaboraie. A lot of it is trial and
error. îhere is no formal discussion about how to collaborate. By going
through the collaborative process you learn it. I believe teachers have the
potential. l-{ere there is the eNpectation that the staff , parents and
administration are involved Ín the assessment. When everyone is working
together it really works. The problem is that it takes a while for this to
occur. The child mo\ies on to a different grade with different teachers and
the process starts over again.

Time constra¡nts also pose problems. During meetings there is not
enough time to cover all reIevant areas. You also need a sense of
commitment from the team to work.

Survey

L Yes I could tell a difference between the models. I related the scenarios to
people I knew in actual situations. There was a strong sense of what's
going on because I related the scenarios to real life eNperiences.

10. T'he questions were adequate. You could have broadened the anea and
asked some questions about the team approach. lt is the best approacl'r if
the whole team is involved or else you ma.y not be getting a good reflection
of what's going on.

1 1. The scenarios were an excellent approach. They got you thinking. The
response format wäsn't coniusing. Vou were macie to read the questions
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careful[y and because there were few questions ihe response format never
boggled your mind.
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INTERVIEW #9

Male teacher - Resource

1. Í-lere we have been exposed to the referra_lltesiing model.

2&3 [ prefer the school-based consultation approach. lt is essential that the
teacher and parents are involved. Their ínput is important for the success
in working through the situation. The team approach is essential. ln the
collaborative model observation is important. The teacher wants
information on methodology and teaching strategies; therefore, the school
psychologist must be knowledgeable in this area. tsy spending iime in the
classroom they are able to offer some advice wilhin this area.

4. There are some instances where the referral/testíng model would be
required if needed. For example, if a specific piece of information is
needed that ís relevant to the student's learning and behavioral program.
Testing functions in specific areas, if you needed to see how the child
performed on a certain subtest of WISC-R, like auditory or vísual memory.
tsut, the teacher should be able to offer this information through informal
measures as well. The ínformation ends up back to the teacher anyway.

5. The collaborative model offers the teacher the opportunity for input, this is
essential. The teacher values the opportunity for offering information.
They made the referral, and therefore, are prepared to participate and
have input. lf the teachers are part of the recommendations development
then there is more of a chance that the recommendations will be relevant,
and therefore, teachers will implement.

Follow-up is important and the collaborative model offers this. One can
folfow any type of service delivery model which may look impressive but
without the follow-up stage the whole thing falls apart in 2-3 months down
the road.

6. Definítely, there needs to be more input from teachers and others involved
with the child in the referralitesting approach. There definitely needs to be
a team approach. Everyone needs to be involved, especially the teacher
or else relevant information will be neglected.

7. frl1any teachers in this school are prepared to spend the time and eff ort
collaborating. They are more comfortable identifying problems and
brainstorming for ideas. Although the school psychologist may lead the
team members through brainstormíng, teachers' information and ideas are
just as important as the other team members, if not more essential, and
therefore, needs to be respected and appreciated.
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8" {n our school, the resource teacher actually ís the one who serves as a
mediator. Resource teachers can be the driving force in terms of retrieving
information f rom the team members and making the members feel
comfortable participating. ln some cases the school psychologist has
taken control over the meeting and was the chairperson. tsut the resource
teacher is more likely to be the guide. Teachers are capable of
participating in the collaborative model. Like t said previously, they made
the referral; therefore, they want the extra help. They are willing to spend
the time and effort. CIommitment is important in order for this model to
work. I believe teachers are prepared to make this commitment.

Survey

9. The scenarios were clearly described.

10. The questions were carefulfy crafted and covered the areas you wanted to
seek ínformation.

1 1 . The completion time was appropriate, 15-20 minutes. The questions were
applicable. The scenarios were an asset, they gave you visual pictures.
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INTERVIEW #17

Female teacher - Resource

'f . !t varies, our school has been involved with the school-based consultation
more, but this depended on the nature of the case. ln some cases, the
child needed to be pulled out, ihis is where the referral/iesting model was
more appropriate.

2&3 I prefer the collaborative model. [t ís ideaf , but because of the classroom
size, sometimes it is not possible. I particularly like the cooperation
between the teacher and the school psychologist. The whole team
approach is an asset of the collaborative school-based consultation
approach. There is also an awareness of both professionals'
understanding of the problem. The teacher has a heavy load in the
classroom, as it is, and therefore, she might miss some things when she is
observing that the school psychologist may pick up. Therefore, the
collaborative process allows the two professionals to get together and
discuss the observational data. The teacher sees the child every day. The
teacher's input is necessary since the teacher can offer important
inforrnation to share with the school psychologÍst. The collaborative
process provides the teacher this opportunity.

4. The referral/testing model can be effective when you're dealing with
behavioral problems in the classroom, especially when there is a
personality clash between the student and the teacher. Also when there is
a learning problem where the teacher needs input on the child's learning
style or information on placement in the classroom.

5. There is a lot of time consumed which requires a hígh level of teacher
involvement, like meetings scheduled during preps, lunch, early mornings.
l-'lowever in the long run, this approach saves time and gets down to the
root of the problem. lnitially the team members may spend a lot of time in
collaborative meetings; however, this may actually be time-efficient since it
guaranteed establishment of effective programs. The teacher wants
concrete answers for ways of helping the child. The collaborative process
allows concrete answers to surface through team involvement.

6. The referralitesting approach doesn't offer any type of teacher-involvement
which is a negative aspect.

7. Ourschool is small, not many students are referred. !-'lowever, when there
is collaboration the staff is very cooperative and very dedicated. They are
willing to sacrifice the time needed. There is no hostility or resistance from
the staff. The staff is comfortable identifying and developing solutions to
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problems. They are willing to carry through the plan devefoped especially
when they were involved in developing the plan.

L With the resource program changing from the Full-Out to the Collaborative
model, teachers are feeling more comfortabte with collaboration. lt is easy
for school psychologists to move the collaborative model into the schools.
When the cotlaborative model first came ínto the schools teachers felt
threatened. The teachers felt they were being judged, especially when
clinicians díd classroom observations. Bui now teachers see clinicians as
an extra pair of hands, another resource. Not establishing a power
struggle is important. Teachers will feel more comfortable collaborating if
they know the school psychologisi. School psychologists who can easily
establish a rapport and still stay on a professional level wíll more likely
foster collaborative input from teachers. School psychologists must make
teachers feel at ease, the more informal the meeting the better.

Survey

9. I could tell the difference between ihe scenarios; however, I think the
teacher could have done some steps before contacting the school
psychologist, like involving the resource teacher.

10. The questions were written out well. The response format was good and
the descriptions were appropriate.

11. One suggestion, the scenarios could have included the resource teacher
and other professionals. This would be a true team approach. Parental
involvement, as well, is very imporiani.
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INTERVIEW #11

Female teacher - Grade 3

1. I have been eNposed to both models. When I first came to the division it
was a referral/testing approach. l-ately I have been involved with the
collaborative approach.

2&3 I prefer the school-based consultation approach. Í-'lavinE input and taking
part in discussions are important. The information is going both ways
(between the teacher and the school psychologist) which is not available
in the referralllesting model. Thís is a team approach with a team effort. ln
this approach, the ieacher is more likely to take ownership and implement
recommendations. The school-based consultation nnodel offers informal
and formal assessments. Because there is a balance between the two,
this model covers more ground than the referral model which is usually all
formal testing.

4. The referralltesting model can be effective if it ¡s used to confirm
information f rom the classroom. lf ¡t is used to rule out any suspicions or
back-up what is seen in the cla.ssroom, then it has a purpose.

5. Although the school-based consuliation model requires the teacher to
commit a lot of time, the tirne required ís necessary if it wifl help the child.
When there is positive results then the time dedicated to collaborating was
worth the effort.

6. Teachers may feel that it is easier to pass the problem on to someone else
in order to fix it, but, eventually the teacher has to deal with it. You can
never give the problem away. Therefore, the teacher needs more input in
the referral/testing model.

7. Yes, I believe discussion ís Ímportant. I am quite comfortable identifying
the problem and tâking part in the decision-making process.

B. Teachers training provides teachers with collaborative skills. With more
experience, the teacher gathers these skills. School psychologists may
direct discussions, but teachers provlde a lot of feedback. Teachers model
collaboration all the time in the classroom and in the staff room. They are
quite familiar with the process and are adequately prepared to participate
in the model. The informal discussions are probably the most valuable.
When school psycholoEists make teachers f eel at ease and non-
threatened by their (school psychologists) presence, school psychologists
are then adequately preparing teachers for colfaboratlon.

cr. . -. ,^. ,ùur vsy
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I could see a difference u¡hen I was reading the scenarios. I could identify
which model they were depicting.

The questions were straight forward and covered all ihe important areas.

No suggestions. Í think the response format keeps you alert. lt keeps you
on your toes so you can not take it for granted.

10.

I t.
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INTERVIEW #12

Female teacher - Grade 3

1. I only have been exposed to the referrall|esting model.

2&3 I prefer the collaborative model. The referral model presents all the
information at one time only. sometimes things corne up as you move
a.loirg. The coi[a"borative model provides constant monitoring of the case
and ãd¡usts programs appropriately. The collaboraiir¡e moclei ¡:i'ovides
communication as well as informal and formal assessrnents.

4. The only situation where the referral/testing model may be effective is in a
situation where there is a long-standing problem and a lot of history is
already known, or when an intellectual assessment wa.s required on!y,
such as results from a WISC-FÌ.

5. The collaborative model provides teachers with a great deal of
involvement. This involvement is important. -t'he time needed to
collaborate is great, but it is worthwhile.

6. More teacher involvement is definitely needed in the referral/testing model.
ln order to make the assessment worth anything one needs inforn¡a.ticrn
from the teacher.

7. Yes, I do prefer to talk about the problems and offer suggestions. The
teacher needs to share ínformation with school psychologist.

B. Teachers already have the skills. They have been involved with the
resource mode! u¡hich fias been practising the collaborative model for
some time now. Teachers also are definitely prepared to take pai't ii-r the
collaborative setting. The school psychologist needs to be more
accessible in the rural areas in order for the collaboratir¡e inoclel to work.
School psychologists have long waiting lists which make this model
difficult to practice.

Survey

9. I could distinguish between the two approaches. For the cotlaborative
scenario, the evaluation and follow-up was important.

10. lt is diff¡cult to say because I don't remember the specifics, but overall I

think all the questions were adequate.

11. The response format kept you thinking. lt made you alert. The time
requirements were reasonable, no more than 20 minutes. I also liked the
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fact that it was optional for teachers to do the survey. üt wasn't forced upon
the teachers.


